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iThe purpose of this study is to show the park and recreation
services of the thirteen cities of the Metropolitan District of
3oston. Boston, the fourteenth city in the District, is the
core city. It is considered best to eliminate the consideration
of this municipality to focus complete attention on its surround-
ing communities. The study is a presentation of the areas and
facilities owned by the cities and the administrative organizaticf
which performs the park and recreation function. These cities
are located within the parks districts of the Metropolitan
^District of Boston. The District is comprised of forty-three
cities and towns within a radius of fifteen miles of Boston. An
examination of the Metropolitan District Commission park areas,
facilities and administration is given.
Research for this paper has been conducted in two wajs.
One, material onpparks and recreation in general was read, and
two, field trips were made to each city. Interviews were held wil
a park or recreation administrator in as many cities as possible.
Where no administrator was available, reliable office help was
questioned. Frequent discussions were had with engineers at
the Metropolitan District Commission office. Financial state-
ments were secured from the Annual Reports of the cities and the
Metropolitan District Commission. Park and recreation grounds
were visited in each city to achieve a sampling of the facilitiei
offered.
For aid given in connection with this study, the writer
aopreciates the time and efforts offered by the city employees;

ii
the kindness of Mr. Davis of the State Planning Board; and the
help of Mr. Straw of the Metropolitan District Commission.

CHAPTER I
THE IMPORTANCE OP PARKS AND RECREATION

In the nineteenth century, when cities were developing from
small agricultural units to great industrial and commercial
centers, parks and recreational areas were the most neglected of
city property.*^ A park or playground was placed where topogra-
phy was substandard for any other use, or no parks and play-
grounds were provided because of expedient tenement building.
Due to the sudden and rapid industrialization of rural areas
and the need for cheap housing for labor, cities did not have
green garden areas or swings and baseball diamonds in easily
accessible and attractive locations? The need for such areas
was acutely felt. by leaders of planning, administration and
recreation circles. As near to the twentieth century as 1876,
Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes urged that, since nature must have had
a reason for providing trees in full foliage and lands of green
and gold flowers, the people of Boston should take a hint from
nature and "plant a thousand acres with young elms... so that the
children of coming generations may bless our memory . <phe need
for areas in v/hich youth can run and jump and yell and where als
they may receive some notion of the wonders of man in his plan-
ning of beautiful places and of God in his growing of beautiful
things v/as subsequently tackled and is still being improved.
o
1 Reginald Blomfield, Of Public Spaces, Parks and Gardens, Londc|n,
1897
,
n.175 — —
2 W. H. Eckman, Public Parks'
,
Cleveland, 1888, p . 24
3 Dr. Oliver W. Holmes, Parks for the People
,
Boston, 1876, p.25
,. J
•
,
•
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Municipalities have found that the provision of recreation-
V
al and park areas is a function which they must administer. The
municipality, of all governments, is closest to the citizen and
its services affect the daily lives of persons of the community
more directly than the county, state, nation or other government
Indeed, administrators today find that the call for more and
better recreational facilities must be given favorable considera
tion in order to guarantee a second perm in office or support fo
a particular measure. This is true, although the location of
parks on certain land because of political influence can become
a menacing factor in park planning. Real estate promotors and
builders are becoming more conscious of the need for park and
recreational areas near homes. The market Is small for homes
built in crowded areas. 4
The citizens and governing agents of municipalities are no
longer allowing expenditures on parks to be only a fraction of
4 a.
total expenditures. "They have found that material things for
which a city may use its treasure depreciate. A park, however,
after the initial outlay has been made, will "be increasing in
value at a constantly advancing rate of increase, and never ceas
4b
to increase as long as the city endures . The value here ex-
0
pressed is derived by use of a non-deteriorating unit. If cared
for sufficiently, improved and beautified, a park may increase
4a
4b
See Chapter III for expenditures of the 13 cities.
Frederick Law Olmsted, A Consideration of the Justifying
P?lnhns lnq1 fto!k l %,
. Sffi- X Pgks.t gpTeTAs s ocia fci pn.' pjE
1
.
Re^l. LStateZBo nr as., Jui
- Thi s re -Terence i s £o ordTnarytimea jaoxhwar period^ne 1, 1944
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property valuations of business and residential buildings which
may grow up around it. A park may in turn have a higher assesse
valuation by being situated in the center of such areas.
5
Cities are no longer places where men and women spend onl^
their eating, working and sleeping hours . They have become
centers of family life. City parks, in their generic definition
comprise areas whose functions tend principally to entertain
the adults as well as the children. The belief has grown that
the city should concern itself not onl^ with protective activities
such as police and fire protection, but that the morals, delin-
quency, physical stature and well-being of its citizenry must, be
r>
municipalized and become a concern of the general public?. Even
Plato has said that, "Play and competition have the mightiest
influence on health as well as on the maintenance or non-main-
tenance of our laws."
^
During the first world war, the proper utilization of
soldiers’ leisure time was a major concern of the federal govern
ment . Municipalities joined in a nationwide "war camp community
service"® offering clean and lively recreation to soldiers in
nearby camps. From these ventures, the communities learned that
5 Woburn Square, itself a triangular grass plot with memorials
and walks has an assessed valuation of $105,000, mainly becaufee
it is located in the center of the business district. Its va
nation, although useless for taxation purposes, is serviceably
in presenting the cit^ in a favorable financial light.
6 Ogg and Hay, Introduction to American Government . New York,
VII, 962
7 "What They Sa^", Recreation, XXXIX (1945)412
8 George A. Bellamy"] "New Visions in Public Recreation", Nati on -
al Municipal Review
,
VIII (1919), 229-234
4 # m <*»
.
,
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.
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their efforts toward playing host to soldiers during the war,
could be turned toward community responsibility for citizen
recreation after the war.
Prom the year 1925, the expansion of municipal park areas
was a growing function of municipalities. During the depression
years, 1930-1935, however, there was not as much building as
between 1925 and 1930.^ As city indebtedness increased and the
threat of bankruptcy prevailed, municipalities called upon the
state to aid them. When state help was unavailable, cities went
to the Federal government and there received needed assistance.
Along with the development of public works activities came
construction of new play areas., improvement of areas already
in existence or development of what had been ootential park
and beauty spots. Playground supervision gave jobs to the
unemployed.H Members of the Public Works Administration and
the Civilian Conservation Corns made many recreational areas.-*- :d
It became easier also at that time for municipal park
authorities to acquire more land for construction, since owners
were persuaded that "They would save considerable in taxes and
still keep out competitors . "13
9 Weaver W . Pangburn, "Recreation to the Fore in American Citie
National Municipal Reviews XXVII (1938), 445-449
10 Public Works Administration accomplishments are still in
existence in Newton, Chelsea and Cambridge where playgrounds
were constructed or enclosures of brick, stone or fencing built.
11 e.g. In the fall of 1936, the Metropolitan District Commission
used W.P.A. and N.Y.A. employees to supervise recreation.
12 National Municipal Review
,
XXVII (1938), 445-449
13 "Park Authority for Metrooolitan Detroit", National Muni c ip a]
Review, XXIX (1940) 814
'. J’ ' .
.
t . .
7 . . ...
Property owners were willing to donate the land and thus were
set free from taxes in a time when every household and business
penny c ount e d
.
The 1929 crash with its subsequent depression was one
factcr in increasing recreational needs after the first World
War. In 1941, the influence of the Armed Services, the United
Service Organizations and the Red Gross in developing many
recreational opportunities stirred park and recreational admin-
istrators. Cities looMed ahead and saw that their postwar
property plans reflected "the expectation of shortened work
time to come and the rising interest in public recreations "14
Park and recreation areas have increased rapidly within
the past thirty-five years. In 1911, one could expect only
one or two playgrounds for children in a particular city.
Today, golf courses, outdoor concerts, baseball leagues or new
botanical garden enterprises have been developed. 15 Parks and
playgrounds have seen a "stagnant city life change into a clear
flowing current purified of the poisons accumulated through
inaction""^for the community member. It has been said that
"there is perhaps no single feature in current American life
that is more distinctly American than the public recreation
14 Rational Munic ipal R eviews XXVII (1938)
15 Genevieve Fox, '^Recreation - A Part of the City’s Job",
Rational Municipal Review
,
X (1921), 423-427
16 Idem

program in our American cities."!^ With the growth of city
population, city administrative service and city needs, open
spaces devoted to parks, playgrounds and other recreational
areas have become major portions of official and citizen
attention.
Howard Braucher,
LX (1945) 91
'“To Meet Leisure Time Needs", American G it;,. ,
.
7Park and Recreation Defined
The word "park" is one of the most abused words in the
general subject of public land management. 18 To understand what a
park is, it is necessary to know what constitutes recreation.
It is easier to define what a park does, therefore, than to say
what it is. In 1888, a park was said to be "a large tract of
land improved with a view to the most perfect enjoyment of its
natural feautres, laid out in ri deways, driveways, walks and
recreation grounds, and equipoed with every convenience conduciv
to the enjoyment of visitors.”19 In recent years, the National
Park Service has said "the word park is a generic form, used to
designate all types of areas established and maintained wholly
or dominantly for recreation, whether the recreative process be
physical, intellectual, or spiritual, or a combination of two or
all three." 88 It may be seen from these two definitions, that p
have become areas which are linked more consciously with recreat
than with ornamental design.
Recreation is a word which is also not easily definable.
The Massachusetts State Planning Board defines it as "the re-
freshment of body and mind derived from the participation in
various types of activities during one’s leisure hours." 81
Webster defines recreation as the "refreshment of strength and
spirits after toil; diversion or a mode of diversion; play." 88
'/ooorvr
IS W. E. Eckman, Pubxi c Parks
,
p. 31
19 Ibid
.
,
p. 24
20 Massachusetts State Planning Board, P ark
,
P arkway and
Recreati onal Are a Study
,
Boston, 1941, p. 12
21 Ibid., p. 3
22 Webster’s Collegi ate Dictionary
,
Springfield, 1939
3
arks
Lon
Jiia r. .101 O.fcfol 5
,
.
It has been called simply the proper utilization of leisure time
For the purpose of this study, a park is considered any opeij.
area for ornament or which lends itself to the free expression
of physical, mental, and social recreation. Recreation is con-
sidered that activity, whether active or passive which leads to ihe
enjoyment of oneself in leisure hours.
The legal definition of parks concerns the question of
whether park and recreation service is a governmental or pro-
prietary function of municipal government. This question has
been answered generally in one way in Massachusetts . 23 <phe
courts have ruled that these services are a governmental function
and therefore the cities are not liable. 24 This ruling is
questioned when cities charge incidental fees for participation
in certain sports. When the total income shows no profit or a
small profit, however, the courts maintain that the t^pe of
function is not affected. 23
The evolution of park iise is a story of necessity and ex-
pediency. When, in 1877, the "Back Bay Improvement movement
got under way, and the efforts of Joseph Lee expanded the
’’playground movement for children”, the concept of park function|
changed. For Mr . Lee, who used to say, "the boy without a
playground is father to the man without a job, ”27 "deliberately
VC <*><*
23 Arthur Williams, "Is Park and Recreation Service a Govern-
mental or Proprietary Function of Municipal Government?",
National Recreation Association, 1943
, p. 3
24 Clark v . Waltham 428 Mass. 567; Dakin v. Somerville 262 Mass.
S14 Liability Ts based on the qye? tl"brr*OT . wh^trh^f 'h^cov ery i a ,OJ- permitted or denied for accidents or injuries sustained at parks.
25 Williams, op. cit., p. 6
86 W. E. Eckman, FOTJlic .Parks
,
p. 31
1 geaver W . ? apmburlTr'~
,liairirci^a^ in the United States"
,
o. 653
..
.
and avowedly adopted the word play and study of play as a
scientific method in the interpretation of child nature.
The playground movement rapidly worked into the "recreation
movement" for all ages and offered many new activities.
Recreation, then, is a comparatively new function of a
OQ
municipality. 13 The social value of recreation was at first
questioned. Many lay experts of Juvenile Delinquency thought
it was valuable only to keep the children off the streets.
This is not altogether the thought of genuine recreation experts
who believe that well-led athletics and play activities, althougjji
aiding the social welfare authorities in combating juvenile
delinquency^ have developed recreation into "a full grown child
able to see to its own subsistence and nourishment . "31 Health
experts saw both outdoor and indoor diversion as conducive to
better physical and mental state of being. The change in park
use has called for the introduction of areas devoted more or
less exclusively to playgrounds, playrfields, athletics fields,
golf courses, parkways and other specialized lands.
There have emerged five major divisions into which parks
and recreation areas fall. They are ;kfchi 1 dr end s PI
a
ygrounds
and Neighborhood PlayfieIds^Miscellaneou s Type s of Active
Recreation Areas;(ckreas with Landscaping the Predominant Charac -
teristic Boulevards and Parxway
s
; and^kreas Devoted to Specific
28 Clark W. He therington, "Joseph Lee as an Educator Knew Him",
Recre abion
,
XXXI (1937), 553
29 Milo F. Christiansen, "Recreation in Municipal Parks",
Recreabion
,
XXXVIII (1944), 288
30 National Municipal Review, XIV (1925) 655
31 Recreation, XXXVIII 0-944)
,
268
rr<W
,
O J.IH© lO w»*w -—
*}.
,
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Educational Recreational Purposes, in which Landscaping is a
Prominent Feature.^ The classification of areas as prepared
b,>' Mr. Weir is used to present the differences in park and
recreation lands, more advantageously. Examples of each type of
area are from those lands found only in the thirteen cities of
the Metropolitan District of Boston. Functions of these grounds
are taken from Mr. Weir also, but equipment mentioned is that
which has been found at each particular park or playground.
( s ^Children* s Playgrounds and Neighborhood Playfields make uo
the first di vision .
^
The dominant function of these areas is
to provide outdoor diversion for children and adults. Play-
grounds and Play-fields are defined as separate units primarily
because of the age groups they accomodate. Playgrounds furnish
fun for children one year old to fourteen or fifteen years of
age. Playfields accomodate children over fifteen and adults.
Playgrounds for tots provide safe places for active openair
play in sand lots, on small swings and at games. The pre-ado-
lescent and adolescent generally play on the same lot, but apart
from the smaller children. The children are separated according
to their school year34 or arbitrarily by the recreation super-
visor. These areas are often found in shhool yards where toilet
4\ M *\
32 L. H. Weir, Parks - A Manual of Municipal and County Parks,
New York, 1928, I, 15-44
33 These two types of areas are also taken up in Standards for
Neighborhood Recreation Areas and Facilities, National
Recreation Association, New York, 1944, 3-6
34 The division is usually made between
•
grammar school and
junior high school.
.'•
.
(
li
facilities, drinking fountains and shelters are near at hand.
More often they are in land set apart specifically for play-
ground purposes. For older children and adults, the neighborhood
playfield affords opportunities to play tennis, baseball, foot-
ball, hockey, soccer and other outdoor games. It also serves
as a place of green growing things for aesthetic appreciation
and is therefore a combination of playfield and park. Play-
grounds for older children and olayfields are often found to-
gether, and many times are within the Neighborhood Park, which
is discussed later. Children’s playgrounds and playfields are
the two types of areas which contribute most to the daily re-
creational life of children and adults. ^5 This fact was
emphasized during the war when travel was at a premium and peopls
of all ages turned to the nearest outdoor space for pleasure.
The location, size and number of these play units are dependent
upon the nature of the neighborhood and the kind of city in
which they are situated. Recent finds suggest that playground
activities might be located on college grounds, if the city
has no other adequate space. It is found by recreation leaders
that "few city playgrounds are better kept than America’s
Campuses . "35
35 George D. Butler, Muni c ip al and C ounty Parks in the Uni ted
States
,
New York, 1940, p. 5
36 ^e cremation Goes to College", Recreation
,
XXXIX (1945), 44
The outstanding example of this is the recreational activities
carried on by the Somerville Recreation Commission at Tufts
College Is old campus. The major difficulty found by Recreation
Departments proves to be the reluctance of college authorities
to permit public use of their grounds.
.'
,
•
• i ,
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Bathing Beaches, Golf Courses, Athletic Fields, Stadiums
and Municipal C amp Sites ere considered aJ*%IIsoc Ilaneous Types
of Active Recreation Areas. These are dependent upon natural
advantages, topography and central location, and usually serve
one major function.
Bathing Beaches are found on rivers, ponds, last's, or the
ocean and are usually distinct are as. 3? At times# they are
located within large parks. 38 In certain instances fees are
charged for towel, soap and admission, 3^ Golf Courses are
located separately, although they may be included in other large
tracts of land.-8 The nine- and eighteen-hole courses both
require fees for use. The practice of charging fees for bathing
facilities and golf facilities is the most widely used of fee
collf ctions
The most common places for athletic fields and stadiums
to be found is adjoining high schools or in the center of the
city. These areas are distinguished from all others primarily
because they are enclosed, require admission fees, have limited
use as to games and sports, and provide facilities for spectator
a***
37 Woburn’s Foley Beach Is cn Horn Pond; Crystal Lake In Newton
is a bathing area; Revere Beach, owned by the Metropolitan
District Commission is on the ocean.
39 Newton charges -*.25 for annual permits at Crystal Lake to
Newton residents only.
36 Somerville’s Foss Park has a natural pond in the center whici
is used for children’s bathing facilities.
40 Melrose has an 18-hole golf course In the Mount Hood Reserva-
tion.
41 ChapterUt on Park and Recreation Finance deals with this.
42 Lynn’s Municipal Stadium and Frazier Field are two good
examples of such areas. The Municipal Stadium has also an
exceptional One mile running fcraclc.
s .42
,
..
,
'
Municipal Camp Sites are hot found in great numbers although,
they are slowly becoming areas controlled by the Park Department
These areas are usually located outside the city limits and are
used mainly by such agencies as the Boy and Girl Scouts, the
Camp Fire Girls or church groups. 4,4
The third division into which park areas are divided is
that which include^ckreas with Landscaping th e Predominant
Characteristic. The group comprising ovals, triangles and
other small lots are formed chiefly by the intersection of streelts
and function mainly to beautify the neighborhood! 4 When they are
large enough to contain a few benches, they may be classified
as small parks. 4
4
Small Squares and Commons are usually
designated as Neighborhood parks. There is no particular size
qualification concerning these lands, since they bear the same
name whether they are less than an acre or many acres. 44 The
function of these parks is to provide beauty, raise property
valuations and afford opportunity for walking, listening to banc
46a
concerts, or holding public meetings. They are the most numer-
ous type of park in the American municipality and specifically
in the thirteen cities. Many have become playgrounds or play-
field areas and the trend toward using more of them for these
43 Quincy 1 s Pine Island in Merrymount Park is used only by the
Camp Fire Girls and Girl Scouts
44 There are many examples of ovals and triangles: Peabody Park
in Cambridge; Boyhen and Mann Parks in Melrose and many other
small areas in that city; Harris Delta in Malden.
45 Veteran's Rest in Somerville is a small triangle with a few
benches and is considered a park
46Woburn Common is .33 acre; Lynn Common is 8.5 acres.
46a For their post World War II park plans, many communities ha'v
contemplated "living memorials” for the sofdier memners 4-1
municipality wno lost their lives during the war. Mala
-tree for •ea"Ch: "dep:d—so Idler in i arrcr'whics 4.
of
.
td
en is
g otr-fte
ren.
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dpurposes is prevalent in all the cities. Often they are combine
with these areas, but in their usual state, are the nearest to
natural beauty for highly urbanized communities. 417 The large
park or Country Park, the third group, requires extensive grounds
to be truly a large park. The main purpose of tnis land is to
bring the country to the city. It may be located where a lake
appears in the vicinity or along the waterfront of a rives.
The fact that manyr of tnese areas are now considered intown pari
or large play-fields shows that such areas, as they are describe
by the National Recreation Association have lost their original
appearance and function. 46
The last group in this division is that which includes the
reservation or forest park. The function of these is the same
as that of the large landscaoed nark, exceot that it is situate
usually in the outskirts or the ci ty and attempts to bring the
people out of the d. ty into the reservation! 9 Ownership of thes
lands may be in the hands of' other public agencies, such as the
State or Federal government, the Metropolitan District Commissi
or a board or commission of the city such as the Water Deoat;tmeAt
The fourth division of park and recreational areas is unique
in that it takes in lands which, unless they have certain
on
47 Cambridge Common and Amerige Field in Malden combine beauty
with useful recreation facilities.
48 Examples of Country Parks not considered intown parks are
Faxon Park in Quincy- and Pine Banks Park in Melrose and
Mai den
.
49 Mount Hood Reservation in Melrose; Lynn Woods Reservation;
and Sewali 'Woods in Melrose
50 Middlesex Fells and Blue Hills Reservations are both owned
by the Metropolitan District Commission . Although a largepart of these, areag h 8-Y e untouched natural beauty , they areincluded in. this division because pares oi them nave been
eSpepiAlii laniiS-Caoed. to
.
orovlde £o-P ;-tP g Y p1 „ r»p.o.r»r at-. i nnalactivities such as swimming, basebalP, picnicing.
50
.••
_ - ... . _ „ __ __""
** Z&1.4
.•a
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characteristics, are not included under the administration of
the city Parse Departments. None of the thirteen cities have
problems of this type since ail of the^Boulevards and Parkways
which are designated as such are under the Metropolitan District
Commission. Boulevards and Parkways are used as pleasurable
mediums for motoring, hiking, bicycling and to enhance the
surrounding areas. These two types of areas are the hardest
to designate as such, since many times they are under the
jurisdiction of the Street Department. The Parkways owned
by the Metropolitan Distrist Commission and the Boulevards
were originally set up mainly^ as "pleasure-ways"^}‘or light
traffic and to provide, attractive reads connecting outlying
suburbs with Boston. ’’Parkway" as a. descriptive form was
used indiscriminately to such roads when they were completed.
There are so many different definitions of Boulevards and
Parkways that no generalization can be made concerning their
appearance and qualifications'; Because of this, the areas
owned by the Metropolitan District Commission may be accepted
as park land because they are administered by the parks divisicjfn.
The fifth and last division of park and recreation areas
is tnat which comprise^Areas Devoted to Specific Educational-
Recreational Purposes *?2aihese lands are used primarily for
51 House Number 150, Report o f the Board of Me tropolitan Park
Commissioners, Massachusetts, 1893, p. 62
52 L. K. Weir, Parks - A Manual, 1, 21452a Botanical Gardens
,
Arboreta and Zoological Gardens are all
included under this title. Although there is an example oJj*
the Zoological Garden only in the area of the thirteen cities
it is necessary to retain the elaborate title to designate
the oroper classification of zoos.
i 1
,
16
characteristic. The Zoological Park, found in this group, offers
students the opportunity to study specimen^ of the animal king-
dom. To children and adults it offers fun and unf orgetahle
experiences. A zoo developed naturalist ically is most advan-
tageous. ^^Moany are found in separate areas, or in large parks.
^
****
53 Many zoos landscaped by gardeners are as attractive, but not
as advantageous for study purposes.
The only zoological park is that in Pine Banks Park at
Melrose and Malden.
54
.
CHAPTER II
THE METROPOLITAN DISTRICT COMMISSION
The Metropolitan District of Boston

18
The Metropolitan District of Boston - Scope of the Metropolit an
District Commission
The Metropolitan District of Boston is listed as the fifth
largest of the ten largest Metropolit an Districts in the country
by the United States Bureau of the Census. This Bureau designaifes
Metropolitan Boston as an area comprising eighty- three cities
and towns, with a total population of 2, 550, 514 .^^Forty-three
of these cities and towns are administered by the Metropolitan
District Commission. The metropolitan Districts established for
the exercises of the C ommi s s i oh ’ s activities are Sewer, Water anc
.
Parks. The area is comprised of municipalities which lie wholly
or partly within a radius of fifteen miles of the State House
in Boston, the core city. There are thirty-eight cities and
town included in the Parks district, thirty-three in the Sewer
district and twenty in the water district. About four-hundred
seventy -five square miles are encompassed and the total popula-
tion is approximately two million persons. 56
The municipalities in the area, are contiguous and thickly-
settled, with common economic and social interests. The Distri
is not a political unit, since it is concerned with administra-
tion and maintenance only of park, sewer and water functions.
Existing local units continue as they are and determine their
own policies.
55 United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
"Sixteenth Census of the United States", 1940
56 Office of the Secretary, Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Metropolitan District Commission, Development and Organiza-
tion
,
March, 1945, p. L There are 1,980,221 persons within
the forty-three cities and towns.
.
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The Metropolitan District of Boston was established "for the
purpose of pooling resources and providing common benefits through
the maintenance of systems of water supply, sewage disposal, parlj;
and certain police functions . 1 it has grown into an authority
for constructing, operating and maintaining metropolitan enter-
prises. In order to adequately provide for the handling of
procedures, this authority has been given powers to tax the
participating municipalities for services rendered. So effective
has the work of the Metropolitan District Commission been, that
it is considered a "self-suppor ting agency which has grown rathei}'
rapidly until it has become of major importance in the government-
al structure of the Commonwealth. "58
Growth of the Metropolitan Parks District
In 1876, the State Legislature passed an act authorizing
the appointment of a Board of Park Commissioners for the city of
Boston with power to take land for the purpose of constructing
public parks. 59a sG well done was the work of this Board that in
1892, large through the efforts of the Trustees of Public Res-
ervations^ the governor was authorized to appoint a temporary
commission to report to the Legislature on the advisability of
laying out public spaces in the cities a~nd towns adjoining Bostoh
57 Commonwealth of Massachusetts, House 1713, "Report of the
Special Commission on Taxation and Publi c Bxb en cl 1 1ures" , P ar
t
XIII,. "The Metropolitan District Commission!,1 1938, P. 11
58 Idem
59 ThI' s' is a privately administered, voluntarily supported
corporation with authority to acquire lands by gift, purchase
or acquisition and hold them open to the public and free from)
taxation.
Seors tBr,
,
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It was found that those cities and towns within a radius of tai
miles of Boston were in. fact, close suburbs of the city because
of the growth of rapid transportation. The question of con-
solidating the municipalities was attach ed as unfavorable becaus
of the desire of these communities to maintain their individual
independence. State action was resorted to and in 1893, the
legislation suggested by the temporary commission was accepted.
The Metropolitan Parks District was thus created under the
Act of 1893, which was considered one of the most popular public
documents to be issued in the State. The purpose of the per-
manent commission was to follow that work v done by the City of
Boston ParK System, which was to acquire open spaces in their
natural state until artificial development seemed desirable.
The creation of the Metropolitan District Commission was
accomplished in 1918. According to the Constitutional Amendment
of that year. State Boards and Commissions were reorganized into
twenty-one divisions. As a result, the Metropolitan District
Commission was created to take over the duties of the Metropoli-
tan Park Commission and the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage
Board. In accordance with the orovisions of the Amendment, the
construction, operation and maintenance of Metropolitan Systems
were divided into four sections: ParK Engineering, Park Main-
tenance, Water and Sewerage.
Organization of tne Metropolitan Parks Districts
The Metropolitan District Commission includes activities
of three major agencies, water, sewer and parks. It is
*. a
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organized with these three points of view in mind, each having
engineering as a fundamental character.
There are two divisions. Water and Sewer; park activities.
Engineering, and Operation and Maintenance are administered
separately. Therefore, there is no Parks Division per se
.
Each of these divisions operate independently, subject to a
small overhead organization, consisting of five commissioners,
appointed by the governor for five years. Local representation
is nil in the Commission. None of the municipalities served
have any voice in the determination of policy and the use of
expenditures. In Massachusetts, the cities and towns do not
attempt to act jointly against or in cooperation with the
Metropolitan District Commission. This is so first, because
there is less of a home rule issue in this state than in others,
and second, because there is still fear of consolidation.
Administrative and control functions are exercised by the
office of the Secretary, appointed by the Commission. Each of
the major divisions are under the supervision of a Directpr
except the two parses section. Park Engineering is under a
Director and Chief Engineer; Park Maintenance and Operation is
under % Superintendent. A discussion of these two departments
shows the need for a unified Parks Division under one hea.d.^ v '
SO House Number 1713, Chao ter IV, p. 39. This report, largely
the work of Secretary Whittaker, is an excellent dismis-
sion of the administration, organization, functions and
needs of the Metropolitan District Commission.
..
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Parks Engineering carries on all engineering work for
construction and maintenance, except those smaller repairs or
construction done by the maintenance division. In the Parks
Maintenance and Operation Division, there is a peculiar setup.
There, the division is under the supervision of a Superintendent
called the Deouty Superintendent of Police. This means that he
is an administrative officer in control of maintenance and oper-
ation; he is also a police officer, which carries him into a
far different nature of work. There are six parks districts und
this Parks Maintenance and Operation division?-*- Each is under a
district superintendent who carries the rank of police captain.
He is in charge of labor forces and police forces^within his
area
.
It has been the opinion of members of the Metropolitan
District Commission that such an unusual organization does not
produce the best type of coordination and cooperation. Accord-
ing to the present plan, police officers report conditions
hazardous to park use, and use park labor to remedy these condi-
tions. The ..combining of the two functions of park work and
police work produces a slight degree of coordination. Remedies
have been sought to divorce one from the other. It is recorn-
62a
mendechtnat a Park Division and a Police Division be established
61 The siK parks districts are Revere Beach; Middlesex Fells;
Charles River Lower Basin; Charles River, Upper Basin; Blue
Hills; Nantasket 3each.
62 According to General Laws of Massachusetts
,
1932, Chapter 92,
Sec. 61, 11. 5-7, police in charge have ^11 the powers of
police officers except serving and executing civil process,
and when on duty may carry such weapons as the said conmis-
__ si, on shall authorize.62a The recommftndati on is bv Secretary Whi ttakp.r
?r
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following the same administrative setup as that in the Water
and Sewer Divisions. Charts i and II show the present organi-
zation and the proposed organization of the Commission. 63
It has also been the opinion of some members of the Com-
mission that a program of supervised recreation be established.
During the depression era, when the state took advantage of
federal funds. Works Projects Administration personnel super-
vised sports on some areas owned by the Commission. From 1936-
1938, children’s playgrounds and sports such as baseball and
tennis were directed on the Charles River Reservation. Ins true
4
tion in swimming and football was given by coaches and leaders.^
Since 1938, however, no further programs have been advanced.
The feeling that the advantages gained were not commensurate
with the financial output, promoted the Commission to dis-
continue supervised recreation. Both Commissioner Whittaker65
and the State Planning Board^fiave expressed the opinion that
some supervised recreation be conducted.
The two divisions of Park work in the District employ 1278
persons, of whom 717 are permanent and 561 are temporary. °7
There are 55 engineers in the Engineering Division and 57 other
employees, totalling 112. Parks Maintenance has about 350
persons on its permanent payroll. The full complement of the
63 House 1713, pp . 19 and 23
64 Annual Report of the Metropol i tan Distri ct Commission
,
Public Document No. 48, 1937, p. 23
65 House 1715, p. 48
66 Park, Parkway and Recreational-Area Stud;;
,
1941, p. 114
67 Metropolitan District Commission, Development and Organiza-
tion, 1945, p. 8
..
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Chart I
PRESENT ORGANIZATION OF METROPOLITAN DISTRICT COMMISSION
Chart II
PROPOSED ORGANIZATION OF METROPOLITAN DISTRICT COMMISSION
Governor and Council
Commi
s
sioner Advisory Board
Office of CMiJ,,e£^niiLii£.ej2-.
Chief Engineer
Senior Engineering Aide
Stenographic Clerk
Adrninistra- Park Water Sewer Police
tion Division Division Division Division
Division
(Director) (Director) (Director) (Director
)
(Director
)
.-
,
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police force is 255. The remaining 561 employees are seasonal
workers, life guards, matrons and bath attendants.
p owers of the Metropolitan Pis trict Commission in Relation
to P arkways and Reserv
a
tions
Chapter 92°§f the General Laws of Massachusetts state that
the Commission
may acquire, maintain and make available to the
inhabitants of . .Cambridge . .Everett. .Lynn, Malden,
Medford, Melrose . .Newton. .Quincy
,
Revere..
Somerville . .Waltham. . and Woburn, which shall
constitute the metropolitan parks district,
open spaces for exercise and recreation, called
reservations ; ^ana for the purooses set forth
in this section, the jurisdiction and powers of
the commission shall extend to, and be exercised
in, said district.
The Commission is not limited to reservations only, since
it
may prescribe and care for such public reserva-
tions, and also, in its discretion and upon such
terms as it may approve, such otner open spaces70
within said district as may be intrusted, given
or devised to the commonwealth for the general
purposes of this section....
Both cities and towns and the Metropolitan District
Commission may transfer lands to each ether. The Commission
may transfer for care and control, . .any of its
lands to any city, town, county or local board,
upon such terms and for such period as may bd
mutually agreed uponj^also for laying out, con-
structing and maintaining ways into or across such
lands . . 7 3
68 Section 33, 193^
59 e.g. Blue Kills and Middlesex Pells
70 Fellsmere Park in Malden is leased by the M.D.C. for 99 years
71 Chapter 92, General Laws, 1932, Section 33
72 e.g. Gerry’s Landing in Cambridge is owned by the M.D.C. and
orovided with life guards by the Park Department of Cambridge
73 General Lav/s, op* cl t . Section 67
.'
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Any city, . .may transfer for care and control.,
any lands in its control to the Commission for such
period and upon such terms as may be mutually agreed
upon; 74
In regard to parkways,
The commission may connect any way, park or
other public open space with any' part of the towns
of the metropolitan parks district under its juris-
diction by suitable roadways or boulevards’/'3 . .and
for this purpose exercise any of the rights and
powers granted the commission in respect to reserva-
tions, and may construct and maintain along, across,
upon or over lands acquired for such boulevards
or for reservations, a suitable roadway or boulevard r 6
There may be occasions when cities or schools may desire to
set up certain recreational facilities such, as boat houses or
playgrounds, and for these purposes, licenses may be granted
along the Charles River basin.
The commission may from time to time grant licences
to cities and towns, educational institutions,...
for the construction and maintenance of boat landings,
boat houses..., playgrounds, 77 swimming pools and
other recreational facilities at such locations along
the Charles river basin for such rental, if any, and
upon such terms and conditions as it may deem
advisable. 78
When the Commission wishes to create better recreational
74
75
areas, and these areas are situated near or on ponds and rivers,
it may regulate certain spaces and maintain them, having power
See note 73
The term "boulevards" has been defined to "include all such
roads, roadways, parkways and bridges, whether within or
without a reservation or open space, under the jurisdiction
of the Commission, as are surfaced with macadam or other
hard material and open to motor vehicular traffic; provided,
that the travelled protion of such road, roadway, parkway
or bridge is not less than twenty-five feet in width."
Metropolitan District Commission, Development and Organiza-
tion
,
1945, p. 10
Chapter 92, General Laws, 1932, Section 35, 11 1-7
Granite Sh. PlgygEound^ in Cambrid*
supervised by the Cambridge Park Pi
76
77
78 General Laws, oo . cit . Section 7 4AT
:e
,
owuied by the M.D.C.
rpartment
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also to clear away trees and shrubbery or plant and nurture
more growth. 79 Areas such as these and areas for reservations
also may be acquired by purchase, gift or eminent domain. Vi/hen
eminent domain is imposed, the concurrence of a majority of the
commission and of the board of park commissioners of the city
is needed before action can be taken. 1- 9 In acquiring areas
along rivers or ponds which may be the source of water supply
of the municipality, the existing rights of the town are not
limited or obstructed and the city or town may continue to main-
tain its v/ater supply at those places.
The same regulation as to acquiring lands for reservations
as are imposed in Section 79 of the General Laws are imposed
for the acquisition of parkways.®2
The Commission may sell land acquired for park or boule-
vard purposes
with the concurrence of the local park
commissioners, (and) may sell at public
or private sale any portion of the lands
or rights in lands, the title ^of which has
been acquired and paid for. ® 3
For recreational purposes, the Commission may1- provide
band concerts 0^ and bathing and boating accomodations, and for
the use of bathing and boating "may establish rules and regul-
ations and make reasonable charges."®® Section 40 allows the
79 Chapter 92, General Laws, 1932, Section 33
80 Ibid, Section 79
81 Ibid, Section 33
82 Ibid, Section 80
83 Tbid, Section 85
34 Ibid, Section 53
85 Ibid, Section 41
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Commission to maintain "parts of reservations outside but
contiguous to the district'.'®^
Cities and towns are permitted to grant locations for
railroad and public utility companies on areas within the cities
and towns owned by the Metropolitan District Commission. In
accordance with this, permits are granted
for sewers and drains across reservations or
boulevards; locations to street railways; also
permits for transmission of electricity and gas,
subject to alteration, extension or revocation
in the public interests; and may also contract
with railroads for the construction and mainten-
ance of boulevards across railroad lands or
locations. f87
In 1845, certain new functions were ordered to be carried
out by the Commission. These functions, although not new
powers, were given to the Commission and involve park mainten-
ance in the 13 cities.
The M. D. G.was authorized to change the name of what is
now the Riverside Public Golf Links in Newton and the town of
88Weston, to the Leo Jerome Martin Memorial Golf Course. The
Commission is to erect a marker bearing this designation. At
the baseball field adjoining Magazine Beach in Cambridge, the
Commission is to make the grounds more suitable for athletic
purposes. $42,000 is authorized to be spent by the Commission
for the purpose of dredging Alewife Brook and grading the
8S Chapter 92, General Laws, 1938, Section 40. The town of
Randolph is outside the district limits, but has parts of
the Blue Hills Reservation within its boundaries.
87 National Park Service, U. S. Department of the Interior,
Dige st of Laws Relating to State Parks
,
I, 114
88 General Court of Massachusetts, Acts and Resolves, 1945,
Chapter 357, p. 308
89 Ibid, Chapter 519, p . 515
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property adjacent to it in Cambridge, Somerville, Medford and
the town of Arlington. 90 At Revere Beach, additional recreation
facilities are to be provided for children by the Commission. 91
The sanding of Revere Beach is to be investigated. This was a
subject under consideration in the House document 1440.92
Financj ng of the Metropolitan Parks District
Expenses entailed in maintaining, operating and construct- !
ing the Metropolitan Systems are paid in the first instance
by the State and then are assessed upon the cities and town
within the Metropolitan District. The state Treasurer
annually determines the total amount of appro ori at ions,
interest, sinking fund and serial bond payments necessary. 94
The proportion and percentage of the total cost to be paid
by each municipality is determined by the Commissioners
.
95
There are certain regulations concerning the assessing
of towns for Metropolitan Parks. For the Nantasket Beach
Reservation, Boston and Cambridge,
shall pay as a special assessment sixteen
and two thirds per cent of the money so
required on account of the amount expended^
for construction of the marginal conduit 96
on the Charles River basin which is bordered by both cities.
The payment of the balance "shall be based upon the taxable
90 Act s and Resolves, Chapter 556, p. 58C^ 1945
91 Ibid
,
Chapter 656, p. 720
92 ibid
,
Chapter 28 Resolve, p. 974
93 M.DfC. Development and Organization, March, 1945, p. 9
94 Chap ter 9 '2 . 19'3' Z;~~Se 'Ct ion 58
95 Ibid, Section 57
96 In ^Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Acts of 1909, Chapter 524,
-.
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valuations" of the cities and towns in the District. For pur-
poses of definition,
the words ’taxable valuation of the property
of towns’ shall mean taxable valuation of property
last established next prior to such apportion-
ment for state and county taxes. The words
'population of the towns’, mean the population
as determined by the latest census, state or
national, next prior to such apportionment. 97
To meet the cost of maintenance of reservations exclusive of
Nantasket Beach and the Charles River basin, the proportion in
which each municipality pays,
shall be apportioned according to the average
percentage of valuation and population, deter-
mined as to any town by adding togetner the
percentage which the valuation of the same bears
to the total valuation of the towns of the
district and the percentage which the population
of the same bears to the total population of
towns of the district, and dividing this sum
by two. 98
The inclusion of Gohasset in 1933 as an assessed town changed
x.
-
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the proportion in which each city and town was apportioned
for the maintenance of Nantasket Beach Reservation only. 99
The cost of maintenance of boulevards is annually appropri-
ated by the General Court from the state Highway Fund. ^90
For the expenses of salaries of the Metropolitan District
Commissioner s , of the general office force, and of the personnel
not in maintenance work, the General Laws provide a salary
the Charles River basin Commission transfered all its powers,
rights, duties and liabilities to the Metropolitan Parks Com-
mission. The Charles River basin Commission was subsequently
abolished, but the debt acquired by it and transfered to the
Metropolitan District Commission is still being paid by the
cities and towns in the District. Chapter 92, G. L., Sec. 54
er 92, General Lav/s, 1932, Section 59
Section 55
Section 58
97 Chapt
.,
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formula. A certain amount is taken from the annual assessments
upon the municipalities in the entire Metropolitan District.
One fourth is taken from assessments for maintenance of reser-
vations levied upon the cities and towns within the parks dis-
trict. One fourth is taken from maintenance of boulevards
from the Commonwealth. The remainder is taken from the sewer
and water districts. The state treasurer includes these amounts
in the total assessments .1'dl
The following chart III shows how much each of the thirteen
communities pay to meet (1) the interest, maintenance and serial
bond requirements of Metropolitan Parks and Boulevards; and (2)
the Charles River basin deficiencey, which also includes serial
bonds, interest and maintenance.
Chart IV shows the proportion of assessment requirements
for Metropolitan Parks and Boulevards and the Charles River
basin as determined by the Metropolitan District Commission. Valu-
ation Per Cent
,
column b, is acnieved by dividing the valuation of
the city by the sub- total, wnich is the total valuation exclusive
of Cohasset. Population Per. Cent
,
column d, is arrived at by
dividing the population of the city by the total population of
the thirty- seven cities and towns. Column e_. Average Per Cent
,
is achieved by adding columns b and d together and dividing the
sum by 2. Column f
,
Valuation Per Cent, is found by dividing
the Valuation of the cities in column a byr the total valuation
101 Chapter 429, Acts of 1939
t 3C
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Chari In -
ASSESSMENTS FOR THIRTEEN CITIES OP THE METROPOLITAN DISTRICT OF
BOSTON - 1944*
City
Metropolitan
Parks and
Boulevards
Charles
River Basin Total
Cambridge $39,180.31 $37,365.04 $76,545.35
Chelsea 11,643.97 3,433.37 15,077.34
Everett 16,670.60 5,812.71 72,483.31
Lynn 32,087.61 10,598.93 42 , 686 . 54
Malden 17,852.69 5,647.42 23,500.11
Medford 19,744.36 6,323.96 26,068.32
Melrose 8,890.69 3.072.02 11,962.71
Newton 32,469.38 12,873.78 45,343.16
Quincy 27,991.57 9 , 960.85 37,952.42
Revere 9,954.64 2,998.55 12,953.19
Somerville 28,670.92 8,410.94 37,081.86
Waltham 12,991.28 4,269.75 17,261.03
Woburn 5 , 649 . 23 1,685.17 7,334.40
TOTAL $263,797.25 $112,452.49 $426,249.74
Boston
25 cities
& towns
286,752.51
151,385.58
126,240.56 3,464,134.09
57,032.56 [ 3294 . 610 • 64
TOTAL 37 cities
& towns
T
701,945.34 295,725.61 7^84,994.47
Data from Public Document No. 92, 1944 A s sessments of the
Metropolitan Districts, p. 4
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Chart TV
METROPOLITAN PARKS AND BOULEVARD AND CHARLES RIVER BASIN
PROPORTION OF ASSESSMENT REQUIREMENTS AS DETERMINED BY METROPOLITAN
DISTRICT COMMISSION FOR THIRTEEN CITIES OF THE METROPOLITAN DISTRICT
33
City Valuation
(Chap. 294,
Acts of 1943)
(a)
Valua-
tion
Per Cent
(bf
Popula-
tion
U.S. Cen-
sus 1940
(c)
Popula-
tion Pei
Cent
(fll
Average
Per
Cent
( eP
Cambridge 184,326,566 .054774 110,879 .057702 . 056236
Chelsea 46,553,557 .013834 41,259 .021471 .017652
Everett 78,817,491 .023421 46,784 .024346 .023884
Lynn 145,715,272 .042706 98,123 .051063 .046384
Malden 76,576,832 .022755 56,010 .030183 .026471
Medford 85,750,742 .025431 63,083 .032828 .029155
Melrose 41,656,140 .012373 25,333 .013183 .012781
Newton 174,560,417 .051672 69,873 .036362 .044117
Quincy 135,062,673 .040135 75,810 .039452 .039793
Revere 40,653,081 .012082 34,405 .017904 .014993
Somerville 114,046,295 .033890 102,177 .053173 .043531
Waltham 57,397,104 .017204 40,020 .020826 .019015
Woburn 22,849,849 .006790 19,751 .010278 .008534
Cohasset
24 Cities
202,471,019
10,639,718
.357322 785,507 .408676 .383048
and Towns 3,162,762.492 .642678 L136,092| .591324 .616952
TOTAL 3,375,373,229 1. 000000 1, 921, 599 :L 000000 L 000000
( fp*
.003152
Sinking Fund, Serial Bond and Interest and Charles River
Basin Maintenance
Parks Maintenance, exceot Nantasket
Nantasket Maintenance
1 Data from Public Document No. 92, p. 11
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including Cohasset.
Chart V shows the grand total of Reservations and Park-
ways by acres in each of the thirteen cities and the total
assessments paid in 1944 by each city. It will be noted that
some of the cities in which the acreage of Metropolitan District
areas is small, contribute much more to the total assessment
than others. This is primarily due to the valuation figure of
the city. As previously stated, the percentage of population
and of valuation to the whole are the criteria for assessments.
Areas Covered by the Metropolitan District Commission
The Metropolitan park system covers two types of areas,
101a
Parkways and Reservations. The Parkways within the thirteen
cities in part or in whole are Alewife Brook, Fresh Pond,
Furnace Brook, Hammond Pond, Lynn Fells, Lynnway, Middlesex
Fells, Mystic Valley, Nahant Beach, Old Colony, Revere Beach,
Winthrop, and Woburn. 1,561.25 acres of Parkways are covered
by the thirty- eight cities and towns with the park system. Of
that number, 876.45 acres are within the thirteen cities. The
Reservations within the system are Beaver Brook, Blue Hills,
Charles River, Hemlock Gorge, Lynn Shore, Middlesex Fells,
Mystic River, Quincy Shore and Revere Beach. The entire acreag
for the thirty- eight cities and towns is 11,218.64. Acreage
in the thirteen cities is 4,436.27.
Charts VI and VH si ow how many acres of Parkways and
Reservations are within each of the thirteen cities. Although
101a Both Revere Beach and Middlesex Fells aBe part Reservation
and par»h Parkway.
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Chart V
TOTAL ACREAGE PARKWAYS AND RESERVATIONS AND TOTAL ASSESSMENTS
1944
THIRTEEN CITIES OP1 THE METROPOLITAN DISTRICT OF BOSTON
City
Total
Reservations
& parkways
Total
Assessments
1944
Cambridge 322.63 |76,545.35
Chelsea 21.16 15,077.34
Everett 31.37 72,483.31
Lynn 20.84 42,686.54
Malden 83.11 23,500.11
Medford 1,337.98 26,068.32
Melrose 194.48 11,962.71
Newton 309.34 45,343.16
Quincy 2,707.15 37,952.42
Revere 147.86 12,953.19
Somerville 32.69 37,081.86
Waltham 81.48 17,261.03
Woburn 22.63 7,334.40
TOTAL 5,312.72 (acres) $426,249.74
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Chart VI
METROPOLITAN PARK SYSTEM - AREAS OF RESERVATIONS AND
PARKWAYS - DECEMBER 31, 1957*
* Public Document 43, Annua jl Report of the Metropolitan District
Commission
, 1937, p. 60
RESERVATIONS ACRES
TOTAL ACRES
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Chart Vll
METROPOLITAN PARK SYSTEM - AREAS OF RESERVATIONS AND PARKWAYS
DECEMBER 31, 1937*
P.D. 48, p. 60 PARKWAYS ACRES
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the information taken for these charts is from data of 1937, no
appreciable changes have been made since then to make the pictur
inaccurate. The grand total of Reservations and Parkways in
acres is 5,312.72 for the thirteen cities, while the entire
acreage for the thirty- eight cities and towns is 12,779.89.
ChartsVH andK show the acreage of Reservations and Park-
ways in the thirteen cities and in Boston and the towns within
the parks district. The Reservations and Parkways shown are
those which are expressly within the thirteen cities. The other
Reservations are Breakheart, Bunker Hill, Nantasket Beach,
Neponset River, Stony Brook and Winthrop Shore; the other Park-
ways are Blue Hills, Veterans of Foreign Wars, Dedham, Neponset
River, Quannapowitt and West Roxbury
.
Chart THE ( Reservations ) shows that the thirteen cities
embrace almost the same number of acres as thirteen towns which
are reached by the same areas. ChartDt (Parkways) shows that
the cities encompass more than twice as much land as the total
of Boston and eight towns within the same areas.
Recreation Fac ilities
The Metropolitan District Commission is no respecter of
city boundaries. It operates entirely from the viewpoint of
district accomodations and needs. 3ecause of this, only Res-
ervations and Parkways acreage can be defined in each city or
town. It is impossible to describe the facilities in a Res-
ervation as being situated in one city or another. The followinj
;
Chart therefore, shove equipment in the thirteen cities, Boston
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Chart VIII
ACREAGE OF RESERVATIONS IN THIRTEEN CITIES AND THIRTEEN TOWNS"
Total Acreage of Grand
Reservation Cities and Towns Cities and Towns Total
Beaver Brook Waltham 42.77
Belmont 15.55 56.32
3lue Hills Quincy
Braintree 69.75
2,562.56
Canton 696.82
Milton 1,555.78
Randolph 885.25 3,207.60 5,770.16
Charles River Cambridge 224.02
Newton 187.64
Waltham 38.71 450.37
Dedham 6.51
Watertown 80.95
Wellesley 66.07
Weston 152.52 510.38 960.75
Hemlock Gorge Newton
Needham 14.24
4.24
Wellesley 4.58 18.82 23.06
Ling’s Beach& Lynn 19 . 59
Lynn Shore Swamps cot
t
3.10 22.69
Middlesex Fells Malden 59.53
Medford 963.73
Melrose 180.19 1,203.45
Stoneham 705.41
Winchester 261.93 967.34 2,170.79
Mystic River Medford 42.32
Somerville 5.91 48.23
Arlington 7.83 56.06
Quincy shore Quincy 40.75
Revere Beach Severe 64.31
TOTAL ACREAGE OF 13 CITIES AND 13 TOWNS 9,166.89
Total Acreage of 13 Ci ties . .4, 436 . 27
Total Acreage of 13 Towns . . .4, 730.62
TOTAL 0,166.89
* Date from Public Document 48, p. 60
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Chart IX
SlCREAGE OF PARKWAYS IN 13 CITIES, BOSTON AND 8 TOWNS*
Parkway Cities and Towns Total Acreage of
Cities and Towns
Grand
Total
Alewife Brook Somerville 10.00
Cambridge 86.21 96.21
Arlington 28.10
Belmont 20.43 48.53 144.74
Fresh pond Cambridge 12.40
Furnace Brook Quincy 101.12
Hammond pond Newton 117.46
Brookline 75.04 192.50
Lynn Fells Melrose 14.29
Saugus 25.91
Stoneham .15 26.06 40.35
Lynnway Lynn .93
Revere
—
7.72 8.65
Middlesex Fells Malden 23.58
Medford 45.01
Somerville 11.83 80.42
Mystic Valley Medford 278.82
Somerville 4.95 283.77
Arlington”" 17.02
Winchester 42.28 59.30 343.07
Nahant Beach Lynn .32
Nahant 66.22 66.54
Old Colony quincy 2.72
Boston 560.67 53.39
Revere Beach Chelsea 21.16
Everett 31.17
Medford 8.10
Revere 67.22 127.85
Winthrop Revere 8.61
Winthrop .13 6.74
Woburn Woburn £2.63
Winchester .60 23.23
TOTAL ACREAGE OF 13 CITIES, BOSTON, 8c 8 TOWNS 1,203.00
Total Acreage' of 13 Cities
. .876.45
Total Acreage Boston and 8 Towns
.
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and the remaining towns.
Chart X shows equipment in nine of the reservations which
are partly or wholly included within the thirteen cities. The
numbers tabulated against each facility are the totals of that
facility in the particular Reservation. Schedule I is a re-
capitulation of this Chart.
All accomodations are operated free to the general public
X>2 __ 10 3
except Golf Courses and Bath Houses.
The map following Schedule I shows the boundary of the
Metropolitan parks districts.
102 Charges usually made for lockers.
103 Fees: £20.00 season membership; 18- holes, .£1.00 day.
.-
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Chart X
RECREATION FACILITIES IN RESERVATIONS ENTIRELY WITHIN OR PART
OF THE THIRTEEN CITIES OF THE METROPOLITAN DISTRICT OF BOSTON
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Schedule I
Beaver Brook Reservation
Waltham 42.77 acres.
4 oicnic centers; 4 outdoor fireplaces; 1 auto
parking area.
Blue Hills Reservation
Quincy 2562.56 acres
4 auto parking areas;
2
bandstands; 3 baseball
diamonds; 2 bath houses; 1 bathing beach; 1 boat
house; 1 Boy Scout trail; 94 bridle trails; 1
children’s playground; 9 comfort stations; 20 outdoor
fireplaces; 1 golf course - 27 hole; 2 hockey rinks;
6 ice skating areas; 2 lookout towers; 1 nature trail;
9 picnic centers; 4 refreshment stands; 11 shelters;
1
ski jump; 3 ski practice slopes; 2 ski trails; 1 swijhming
pool; 4 tennis courts; 1 tenting area; 1 toboggan slid 3
Charles River Reservation
Cambridge 225.47 acres; Newton 187.63 acres; Waltham
38.71 acres.
1 athletic field; 2 auto parking areas; 5 bandstands;
3 baseball diamonds; 6 bath houses; 5 bathing beaches;
4 boat houses; 2 bridle trails; 3 children’s play-
grounds; 8 comfort stations; 2 dance pavilions; 13
fireplaces; 1 golf course; 3 ice hockey rinks; 10
ice skating areas; 7 refreshment stands; 22 shelters;
12 tennis courts.
Hemlock Gorge Reservation
Newton 4.24 acres.
1 auto parking area
King’s Beach and Lynn Shore Reservation
Lynn 19.59 acres
2 bathing beaches
Middlesex Fells Reservation
Medford 969.87 acres; Malden 59.53 acres; Melrose
180 .19 a cres
1 athletic field; 6 auto parking areas; 3 bandstands;
3 baseball diamonds; 1 boy scout trail; 98 bridle
trails; 5 children’s playgrounds; 8 comfort stations;
5 fireplaces; 6 ice skating areas; 3 lookout towers;
1 nature trail; 7 picnic canters; 2 refreshment
stands; 2 shelters; 1 ski practice slopes.
Children’s Playgrounds include swings, slides and
sandboxes
,
..
-
-•
Mystic River Reservation
Medford 42.32 acres; Somerville 5.91 acres
4 auto parking areas; 1 baseball diamond; 2 bath
houses; 4 bathing beaches.
Quincy Shore Reservation
Quincy 40.75 acres
1 auto parking area; 1 bathing beach; 1 comfort
station; 1 oicnic center; 1 refreshment stand.
Revere Beach Reservation
Revere 54.31
2 auto parking areas; 1 bandstand; 1 bath house;
2 bathing beaches; 3 comfort stations; 42 shelters.
.

c
CHAPTER III
CITY OWNED PARKS
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Administr ation and Organization
There is no one way in chich all the cities conduct their
park and recreation administration. There are two main branche:
in all the organization plans, policy-forming and administration.
Under administration are three sections which carry out specif i<.
functions. These are the office force, the maintenance division
and the recreation division.
Policy-forming. Eleven^O^of the cities have a Board of Park
Commissioners
. Massachusetts law prescribes the manner by wh:
.
it is chosen:
ch
"The mayor of a city may, with the approval of
the city council, appoint a board of park com-
missioners for said city, consisting of five
persons, who shall hold office for terms of
one, two, three, four and five years respectively
from the first Monday in May next following
such appointment, or until their successors
are qualified; and thereafter the mayor shall
annually, before the first Monday in May,
with like approval appoint one such commis-
sioner for a term of five years from said first
Monday in May. No member of the city council,
clerk or treasurer of such city... shall be
such commissioner. In cities a vacancy in
such board shall be filled in like manner for
the residue of the unexpired term. A com-
missioner may be removed by a vote of two
thirds of all the members of a city7 council.
Such commissioners shall serve withour com-
oensaticn.106
In Waltham and Everett, there is both a Board of Park Commis-
sioners and a Recreation or Playground Commission. Revere has
#•**••*
10ft Cambridge, Chelsea, Everett, Lynn, Malden, Medford, Melrose,
Newton Quincy, Waltham, Woburn
105 Called Recreation Commission in Newton and Woburn
106 Chapter 45, General Laws, 1932, Section 2
.lit
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an inactive Park Commission and most of the policy is formed in
the Department of Public Works. In Somerville, park policy is
di recced from the City Engineer's office and there ‘is a separate
Recreation Commission. Woburn has newly formed a Recreation
Commission, but previously the authority rested in the Department
of Public Works.
I
07
Administration . The main duties of the Board of Parx Com-
missioners are two fold in cities where no separate Recreation
board exists. Its resources are divided between recreation work
and maintenance work . To carry out the administration of these
two functions, in eighi^of tne cities the Commission appoints a
Superintendent of Parks and/or Playgrounds or Parks and/or Re-
creation, it is his duty to employ maintenance help and recrea-
tion supervision. In Lynn and Medford a Superintendent of Parks
is named with a subordinate Director or Supervisor of Recreation
In those cities where there is more than one board, the organi-
zation plan has many variations. In Everett, there is a Park
Superintendent under the Park Board who maintains certain areas.
The Superintendent of Play ground^-°<?f the Playground Commission
maintains other areas. There is no Superintendent of Recreation
In Waltham, there is no Superintendent of Parks. The Superin-
tendent of Recreation, appointed by the Recreation Commission,
is also Recreation Director of the oublic schools. There is no
•>HS* */»%*
107 General Court of Massachusetts, Acts and Resolves
,
1945,
Chanter 358, p. 307
108 Cambridge, Chelsea, Lynn, Malden, Medford, Melrose, Newton,
Woburn
109 The Super intendent of Playgrounds is actually the foreman
of maintenance crews and will be treated as such in this study.
4'
.
.
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Superintendent of Parks or Recreation in Quincy. The Superin-
tendent of Parks in Revere is under the Public Works Department.
There is no recreation supervision in the city. In Somerville,
the Superintendent of Recreation is chosen by the Recreation
Commission. There is no Superintendent of Parks.
Salaries for those superintendents with both maintenance
and supervision duties range higher than for superintendents
with one function. The following table shows what each Super-
intendent receives as a yearly salary.
Table I
Maintenance
and
Supervision
Maintenance Supervision
Cambridge #5,000 # #
Chelsea
Everett
2,800
2,900
Lynn
Malden
3,300110
3,400
Medford 2,700
Melros e 3,100
Newton
Quincy
4,300
2,500Revere
4,400Somerville
111
112
Waltham
Woburn
Maintenance . Maintenance forces are made up of a Foreman
and a number of workmen. The foreman has supervisory control
over the others. The number of men employed as laborers, car-
penters, chauffeurs, gardeners, or mechanics varies according
110 This salary is in addition to the Superintendent's home in
Lynn Woods given by the d ty.
111 Salary is received from the School Department
112 No salary scales are available in Woburn as yet.
..
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to the services offered by the Department, the number of areas
owned, and the various types of recreation equipment at these
areas. Maintenance forces have been smaller during the paBt
few years because of the war. Most of the cities have about fif
teen or twenty men. Waltham employs one man only, who is care-
taker at Prospect Hill Park. Cambridge has fifty-two year-
round workers.
Wages for maintenance employees are more accurately tabu-
lated into the two groups of foremen and workmen. Adequate
wage breakdowns of job titles in the maintenance forces are not
available. Melrose, Revere and Waltham have no foremen. Everet
has a foreman in the Playground Commission only. The weekly wag'
scales for foremen in the otber eight 113
City
Cambridge
Chelsea
Everett
Malden
Medford
Number
of
Foremen
3
2
1
1
1
Salary
#46-51
33.65
48.07
42.67
46.50
cities are as follows:
Table II
City
Lynn
Newton
Quincy
Number
of
Foremen
Salary
4
1
1
Somerville 1
#42.50
38.28±14
55.50
41.25
Maintenance forces usually work eight hours a day, five
and one-half days a week. The following chart gives their
weekly wages. This does not include any overtime pay.
vxvrvr
113 No wage scales are available from Woburn
114 A new wage scale is contemplated for all city employees
.'
•*
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Table III
City Wage City Wage
Cambridge $30 - 40 Melrose $30 .75-34.54
Chelsea 33.65 Newton 30 . 80- 33 . 55
Everett 39.96-43.68 Revere 22.82
Lynn 39.15 Somerville 34.37-41.80
Malden 34.76-40.04 Waltham 35.28
Me df or d 38 - 42 Quincy 42.00
Office . The office staff is usually limited to one or two
steady clerks, if the department is physically housed in an
office. Such situations as are found in Revere and Somerville
require the use of office help from Public Works and Engineering
Departments. In those cities with two commissions, there are
two office forces. Neither the Board of Park Commissioners nor
tne Recreation Commission in Waltham have offices. A temporary
clerk for the Park Commission is called in when needed.
Office help in those agencies which are located in their
i
own offices receive salaries usually on a per annum basis.
Salaries range from $1247 in Chelsea to $2280 in Melrose. The
average is $1760^ir annum. Waltham pays $10.00 a year to a
part-time clerk. Lynn pays $500.00 for part-time help. Neither
department in Everett employ office help.
Supervision. Recreation personnel is made up of a Supervisor
and instructors. They are subordinate to those Superintendents
of Recreation found in cities with separate Recreation Departmen
They are under the Superintendent of Parks in cities with one
department
.
Supervised recreation is carried on throughout the year in
115 This is an arithmetic average
ts
.
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Cambridge, Lynq Newton, Somerville and Waltham. For this
puroose, both year-round and seasonal workers are employed. No
supervised recreation is offered in Revere. The other cities
have a ten or twelve week summer period when play is directed,
and consequently require only summer workers.
Salaries for supervisors and instructors are shown on the
following chart. Waltham personnel is paid from the School
Deoartment funds. Everett has no supervisor of recreation, and
no salaries are available from Woburn. The hours of work for
seasonal instructors vary from thirty to forty hours per week.
The salaries given are based on a forty hour week to coincide
with year-round workers and because it was the most numerous.
Table IV
City Supervisors Instructors
Year-round Seasonal
Cambridge $50 .00 $33 - 40 $20 - 25
Chelsea 50.00 10 - 12.50
Everett 25
Lynn 50.00 40 15
Malden 40.00 18 - 22.50
Medford 25.00 20
Melrose 25.00 12 - 16
Newton 50.00 30 15 - 30
Quincy 35.00 20
Somerville 50.00 25 - 35 10 - 29
Qualifications such as education and experience are responsible
for the various salary ranges.
All superintendents, office help and maintenance workers
are taken from Civil Service listsl-^ Supervisors and instructors
of recreation are all under Civil Service. During the war,
116 By a referendum vote in the city of Medford, the office of
Superintendent of Parks was put ,under Civil Service
.
t
. The
nresent Incumbent was authorized to take a non-competitive
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however*, since lists were not always adequate, high school
students and otherswwere employed without Civil Service status.
The charts on pages 52 and 53 show the organization plan in
the thirteen cities. Chart XI is that plan found in Cambridge,
Chelsea, Lynn, Malden, Medford, Melrose, Newton, and Quincy.
It is the proposed plan for Woburn. Charts XU and XLH are for
Waltham and Revere. ChartsXEV andXV are for Somerville and
Everett
.
All recreation workers other than Superintendents and
supervisors are call Instructors for simplicity and clarification
in this study. However, a confusion of titles for various posi-
tions in the field has resulted because of no general policy
in Massachusetts. Recently, the Director of Civil Service, with
the aid of recreation-minded men from many parts of the state
devised a list of titles to be used in the future. This
would eliminate the use of different titles in different cities
for the same position and stabilize the salary scale. Under
the Commission, which is not under Civil Service, would come a
Recreation Superintendent having responsibility of managing
organized recreation for the municipality. In cities where
maintenance and recreation are both functions of the Superinten-
dent, adjustments in salary would have to be made. The Recreatio
Super vi sor v/ould be general assistant to the Superintendent.
yonder him would be Supervi sors of Handcraft, Music, Art, Drama,
examination to retain the position.
117 Letter to Superintendents of Parks; specifically to Mr.
John P. Howard, Superintendent of parks in Medford, December
6, 1945, from Mr. Thomas J. Greehan, Director of Civil
Service, Commonwealth of I assachusetts
n
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Chart XI
Cambridge, Chelsea, Lynn, Malden, Medford, Melrose, Newton, Quin iy
Called Recreation Commission in Newton
Quincy has no Superintendent
Chart XII
Waltham
Chart XIII
Revere

53
Chart XIV
Chart XV
c
Dancing and Athletics , formulating programs for the entire city
At the various playgrounds or recreation centers, there would be
Recreation Leaders to exercise general oversight. Leader s of
specialized recreation as named above would be under the Re-
creation Leader. An Assis tant Recreation Leader would be
available to aid Leaders. Thus, in municipalities in Massachu-
setts, the recreation organization chart would eventually be as
is shown in the following chart.
Chart
XVa
Commission
I
Recreation Superintendent
Recreation Supervisor
54
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According to the National Recreation Association]-!® a
separate park department under an administrative board is the
ore dominating type of park managing authority. In not one of the
cities covered is there a single executive in place of a commis-
sion. In all of the thus administered agencies, the commission
serves as an administrative body, not merely as an advisory
body. Public Works Departments are the most numerous of park
authority after a separate park department and city council
administering bodiesl^^The fact that parks have been placed in
public works departments, usually at the- early park stages, shows
that park service was primarily thought of as a matter of proper'
development and maintenance. Today, separate park departments
are most numerous in cities of all sizes, which is an indication
of the vast and rapid development of needs for diversion recog-
nized by the municipality.
As for recreation, certain trends in administration may be
1 Of)pointed out for the period from 1923 to 1937. These trends
show that year-round recreation service, as is supplied in
Cambridge, Lynn, Newton, Somerville and Waltham, has become a
distinct municipal function. Separate boards or commissions
devoted only to recreation made the greatest progress in recreation
from 1923-1933. ^ During the depression, those cities in which
recreation was most fully maintained were those where separate
118 George D. Butler, Munic ip al and County Parks in the United
States
,
New York, 1940, p. 45
119 Idem
120 National Municipal Review, XXVII ,( 1938)
,
448
121 Ibid. 449
'.
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recreation boards existed. 122 since 1928, recreation has
received better public support when administered as a separate
function. Qf ^he thirteen cities, Everett, Somerville and
Waltham have separate working recreation commissions. In Everet
the Recreation Commission does both maintenance and supervisory
work. In Somerville and Waltham, however, the situation is
different. In Somerville, the Recreation Commission has no
maintenance crew and therefore no maintenance facilities. It
has to look to the City Engineer fo r trucks and general main-
tenance. In Waltham, neither the Park Department nor the
Recreation Department have maintenance crews and must borrow
men and materials from other municipal departments.
t
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Power s of the Park and/or Recreation Commission
A question brought up by Park Commissioners many times is,
"How much power do we have?" Although the home rule principle
is not very active in Massachusetts, certain Recreation Enabling
Acts have given cities and towns a fair chance to expand areas
and powers belonging to the governing body. For Suggested
Provisions of an Enabling Act^^ the National Municipal League
lists criteria for adequate governing power. Under the power
to acquire land and buildings, Massachusetts cities and town
"may acquire lands and buildings within (their)
limits by gift, purchase, or by eminent domain,
or may lease the same, or may use suitable land
or buildings already owned by (them), for the
purpose of a public playground or recreation
122 National Municipal Review
,
XXVII, (1938), 449
123 Idem
124
'fciflSMSat ion"
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center; may conduct end promote recreation,
play, sport, and physical education, for which
admission may be charged; may construct buildings
on land owned or leased by it ; and provide equip-
ment for such purposes."
For Government Structure , the leeway provided by the enabling
act concerning the policy-forming agency has previously been
1 phpointed out. This flexibility is exactly what is called for
by the National Municipal League:
Ample leeway should be allowed in the act
so that control may be vested in the depart-
ment of recreation, department of parks, de-
partment of parks end recreation, school de-
partment, or any other appropriate„existing
department, board or commission.
Concerning Power to Expend Money
,
the League suggests that local
governments be authorized to provide for recreation facilities,
personnel and supplies and equipment. In Massachusetts, the
park boards
may lay out and improve public parks, make
rules for their use and government, appoint
all necessary engineers, surveyors, clerks
and other officers, including a police force
to act in such parks, define their powers and
duties and fix their compensation and do all
acts needful for the proper execution of their
powers and duties.-*-*'®
Obviously, Massachusetts municipalities must provide finances
to be expended for such purposes. The idea of Joint Control of
parks is viewed favorably by the League. Although provisions are
allowed for joint control in Massachusetts, the only example is
that of the Melrose-Maiden control of the Pine Banks Park. More
J^lJances of this kind are not found primarily
125 Chapter 45, General Laws, 1952, Section 14
126 See page 45
127 Nash. "Standards of Play and Recreation Administration",
128 Chapter 45, General Laws , 1932, Section 5
P* 50C
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because of the metropolitan system.
There are examples of recent legislation by the General
Court of Massachusetts allowing certain exercises of power to
be performed by park and recreation departments. In Medford,
authority has been given the park department to sell certain
parcels of land now held for park purposes. 129 Waltham's Board
of Park Commissioners have the power to "lease certain portions
of Prospect Hill Park. n -L30
Park Finance
Park and Recreation Expenditures . The two most frequent
types of park expenditures are for salaries and wages and main-
tenance. No capital outlays were made by the thirteen cities in
the past four years because of the war.
Salaries and wages are those paid for administration, labor
and recreation supervision. All other expenses are classed as
maintenance. These include office expense, materials and supplies,
repairs and construction, and any other maintenance Items.
Per Capita Expenditures . Per capita expenditures show what
a city spends for its parks and playgrounds and also gives an
indication as to the extent to which the people of the city are
provided with adequate park service. The National Recreation
Association in a recent statement suggests that to provide
adequate recreation opportunities for its citizens, any American
city should spend annually #1.50 per capita. 131 Included in thi
129 Acts and Resolves
,
1945, Chapter 96, p. 72
130 Ibid. Chapter 265, p. 210
131 National Recreation Association, How Much Should A City PSy
for Recreation? - statement prepared for the Association"
.
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figure are the operation of an organized recreation program,
maintenance of areas and facilities and recreation leadership.
The other services usually performed by the park department such
as maintenance of general park areas not used for active re-
creation require an additional $1.50 per capita to be performed.
"Therefore, $3.00 per capita is suggested as a minumum annual
standard of expenditure for all forms of municipal recreation
service in an American city."132 These figures represent current
expenditures only, and total costs are based upon all sources of
income. This $3.00 standard, however, is limited. Since the
recreation function, as has been previously noted in this paper,
is eomparatively new and is expanding rapidly, an attempt to
extablish a fixed expenditure standard is impracticable. Each
city has its own particular advantages and disadvantages not
always lucid from the cold facts presented by expenditure figure
The average per capita amount spent by cities of all popula-
tion sizes was $.70 in 1940. 13° Nine of the thirteen cities
spend $.70 or more annually. Only one spends $1.50 per capita,
and none spend more than $1.50. Special features of each of the;
cities should be taken into consideration. Of those cities spend-
ing from $.70 to $.99, most have additional Metropolitan District
Commission and Commonwealth of Massachusetts land within their
boundaries. These lands furnish further recreational facilities
Such cities as Medford and Malden have the Middlesex Pells Reser-
vation and Malden has part of Pine Banks Park. Quincy has Quincy
132 National Recreation Association, How Much Should a City Pay
For Recreation?
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Shore and the Blue Hills Reservation; Lynn has Lynn Beach. It
may be said that these cities have more to offer their residents
but have no additional drain on their parks and recreation funds
Somerville, Chelsea and Everett, although three of the most
densely populated cities and also three of the smallest cities,
spend over #.70 per caoita. These cities also have very little
of the Metropolitan District Commission lands within their limit a.
Cambridge, Melrose and Newton spend annually from #1*27 to
.50 per capita. Cambridge has the largest population, which is
accountable for more available funds, and also has much of the
Charles River Reservation. Newton has the largest area of all
the cities. This expanse of land and the fact that it is a
purely residential city with personal incomes well above those
of the other municipalities are responsible for the high per
capita expenditure. Although Melrose spends less than half that
spent by Newton and one fourth as much as Cambridge, it spends
the most per caoita. This is due primarily to the existence of
Mount Hood and a large part of Pine Banks Park. By concentrating
on these areasaand doing little else fo r residents whose homes
have large back yards, Melrose can boast of the highest per
caoita expenditure of the thirteen cities.
The three cities which range below the $.70 standard are
Revere, Waltham and Vi/oburn. Revere has the Revere Beach Reser-
vation which provides facilities not available to residents of
other cities. But there is no active Park Commission in the city
and park and recreation work is incidental to the Public Works
.t
’
.
.
Department. In Waltham, Park Commissioners find the city admin-
istration less enthusiastic about the merits of parks and recrea4
tion than they are. Consequently, the;; find it difficult to gain
sufficient funds. The fact that recreation personnel are paid
from the School budget, shows that the city has not yet appreciate
the fact that recreation is a separate function worthy of a
separate department. Before 1944, parks and recreation were
handled in the Public Works Department and the situation was
similar to that found in Revere. With the appointment of the
new Commission, however, it is probable that the per capita
expenditure will Increase.
ChartXVI shows the population and the per capita expenditure
for 'parks and recreation in the thirteen cities. ChartX/n shows
the total municipal expenditures; total parks and recreation
expenditures divided into salaries and wages and maintenance;
the per capita exoenditure for parks and recreation; and the per
cent of total municipal expenditures spent for parks and re-
creation. Expenditures for narks do not include that which is
spent for celebrations. Since some of the cities have no funds
for celebrations, it is considered best to include only those
costs which are present in all the cities. No standard is avail*
able concerning the percent of total municipal expenditures to
134be used for park and recreation purposes. Average figures for
park and recreation expenditures for cities of certain populations
are higher than -4;. 70. ChartXVH shows the amounts spent by each
of the thirteen cities compared with the average amount spent by
134 The Dep' of Government at Boston Unlversl tv has peepar
'.
,
1
.
’
cities in certain population classes as reported by the National
Recreation Association. 136 Only four of the thirteen cities
compare favorably with the other cities of their population group.
Sources of Park Income . In all thirteen cities, the most
frequent source of park income is from local appropriations.
Special appropriations such as those handled by the Metropolitan
District Commission are a small portion of annual income.
^
33
The National Recreation Association states that since 1930, city
appropriations as a source of park support have increased from
40;oper cent to 85 per cent.-*- 3^ The figures indicate that the
provision of park and recreation service is increasingly recog-
nized as essentially a municipal function to be financed out of
governmental funds.
Fees and charges are the next chief source of park revenue.
In the thirteen cities the most frequent charge is at golf
courses and bathing beaches. The purpose of charging fees for
these facilities is not to produce revenue in excess of main-
tenance costs. The cities charge fees to meet the cost of
operating only. It is generally found that golf courses show
for the Association of Town Finance Committees, certain charts
which show Departmental Maintenance Expenditures and Appropria-
tions for Departmental Maintenance of 71 towns in Massachusetts.
The average Recreation expenditure in percentages for these towns
was 1.05 in 1944. The average appropriation for Recreation in
percentages was 1.15 for 1945.
135 George D. Butler, Municipal and County Parks in the United
States 1940
,
p . 34
136 e.g. Chapter 52 of Resolves, 1945 of the General Court allows
the payment of $1750 to Everett for damages sustained by the
city at Sacramone playground because of Metropolitan District
Commission construction, p. 983
137 Butlet, op. cit
.
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a slight profit on the average. 108 Bathing beaches and stadiums
however, cost more to operate than is received in use fees. 139
Chart XVI
'opulation
Population and Per Capita Expenditure for
Paries and Recreation of Thirteen Cities in
the Metropolitan District of Boston
Per Capita
Expenditure
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/Chart XVII
City
Total
Municipal
Expenditures
Parks and Recreation Expenditure
Per
Cap-
ita
r
*
Per
Cenljl
'Jr
Salaries
and
Wages
Vlaintenance Total
Cambridge |9,240,472.2Q 4-120 , 232 . 62 |30,211.97 $L50 , 494 . 59 ijjL 36 1.6%
Chelsea 4,591,844.91 26,526.00^ 3,138.00 29,664.00; .72 . 6
1.5Everett
Park
Playground,
3,161,946.47
21,703.80
12,530.83
7,578.74
4,377.93
29,282.54
16,908.31
.99
Lynn 5,243,939.70 53,159.54 31,350.37 84,509.91 .36 1.6
Malden 5,843,516.30 35,717.36 10,888.70 46 ,606.0b .80 .3
Medford
r""
3,972,409.76 34,463.11 9,572.54 44,035.65 .70 1.1
Melrose 1,294,319.74 20,179.93 17,670.59 37,850.52 1.50 2.9
—
-
lu — 1 ” "
Newton 5,385,381.65
L *
41,521.70 53,883.86 88,755.71 127 1.5
Q uincy 8,639,751.06 42,520.91 15,259.67 57,780.58 .76 .7
Revere 2,282,484.05 7,200.00 3.000.00 10.200.00 .35 .5
pomerville
Engineer
Recreation
5,984,602.52
28,455.32
35,550.27
6,664.34
3,626.8::
35,119.66
39,177.09
.73 1.2
Waltham
Park
Recreation.
2,583,529.48
1,914.00
... 16 , 965.. 86.
608.00
3
r
689.00
2 , 522 . 00
20,654.36
;
.58
'ieWoburn 1,128,933.65 4,652.25 1,964.59 6,616.39 .33
Per Gent of total municipal expenditures used for parks and
recreation
Per Capita expenditure for parks and recreation
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Chart XVIII
Population
Group
Average
Per Capita
Expenditure
City Per Capita
Expenditure
1
10,000-25,000
1
$ .58 Woburn $ .33
25,000-50,000 .83 Chelsea .72
Everett .99
Melrose 1.50
Revere .35
Waltham .58
50,000-100,000 .91 Lynn .86
Malden .30
Medford .70
N ewt on 1.27
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Somerville .73
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Recreation Areas of the Thirteen Cities
Parkaand Recreation land in each of the thirteen cities may
be classified into three groups. There are those areas which
are owned by the citj and are maintained and supervised by the
Department in charge. Yards owned by a School Department are
in this group only if the equipment used and the supervision
given is from the Park or Recreation Department. The second
class consists of those grounds which are not owned by the city
but are maintained and/or supervised by it. Sucn areas may be
those which belong to the Metropolitan District Commission but
are leased to the city for recreation purposes. These would
include parts of Reservations but not entire Reservations. The'
last class includes those tracts of land which are neither
maintained nor supervised by the city’s Department nor the
Metropolitan District Commission. Such a class includes the
Pine Banks Park. Most of the parks and playgrounds are found
in the first group.
A description of each city is presented to show its dis-
tinguishing characteristics. Certain areas in each city have
been selected for special recognition. No effort has been made
to evaluate any of the park lands except in these cases. On the
maps of each community have been plotted all the park and re-
creation grounds belonging to the city and also the lands owned
by the Metropolitan District Commission.
The statistical information except for total valuations of
parks and population per acre of park is from Wells and Perkins
.'
.
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New England Community Statistical Abstracts. Historical data is
a
from the Standard American Encyclopedia!: 40 All other information
is original material received at interviews with city officials
in wach community4 4vJftaos are photostatic copies of city maps.
Locations of each park area was done by the writer with the aid
of the city official interviewed.
Valuation figures are those assessed upon the land by the
city assessor. Both total acreage and total valuation are sums
concluded from figures received on each park. Assessments on
school lots are not noted if they include the school building.
In some of the cities, no record was available concerning how
parks and recreation lands were acquired. Where parks are
designated as having been acquired by gift, only the land was
donated, not the equipment. Those areas purchased were bought
from private owners. Cities many times increase the size of
parks by purchasing the land adjoining property given as a gift.
The park department of the city has full maintenance and super-
visory control over lands transferred from school, water, or
any other department.
The National Recreation Association standard for good park
service is one acre of park per one hundred people 440‘^he acreage
per park is given in the description of each city. It is arrive
at by dividing the total population by the Number of acres of
140 For full titles, see Bibliography
140a The list of interviews with city officials is given in the
bibliography
140b George D. Butler, Municipal and County Parks in the United
States, p. 3
.-ly
'
,
park land owned, maintained and supervised by the city or leased
from the Metropolitan District Commission. It includes no
Reservations or parkways other than those leased. This standard
is presented here in order that the reader may compare it in each
case with the number of people per acre of park. The concluding
chapter presents the findings from these comparisons. Rents are
included to give an idea of the income of the family in each
city, and also to give a picture of the taxable valuation of
home s
.
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Cambridge is a city of 110,879 persons, within 6.25 aquare
miles. It is famous for its historical and literary associa-
tion, being the seat of Harvard University and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and the home of Henry W. Longfellow
and James Russell Lowell. Several printing establishments,
soap manufacturing and meat packing companies make Cambridge a
large manufacturing and wholesale and retail metropolis. Of
the thirteen cities, this city is the largest in population.
The density of population per square mile is 17,883.7. There
are mainly one and three family houses and more large apartment
houses than in any of the other cities. The average rent in
Cambridge is i|36.56 per month.
The city has thirty-four recreation units under its Park
Department with a total of 165.93 acres. This provides one
acre of park to every 680 persons. Supervised recreation is
carried on in all large playgrounds throughout the year. These
large grounds have resident play supervisors. Smaller playgrour
receive summer supervision only. Pour Basketball Leagues are
sponsored by the Department. Thirty-four teams are active from
November to September. Boxing has been recently introduced at
sport centers where there are also games such as checkers, arts
and crafts and ping pong. All buildings used have showers in
them. These are supervised and admit boys and men on certain
days and girls and women on other days. It is the thought of
the Department that in those sections of the city which are
without private baths in individual homes, public showers are
as

advantageous. Children’s playgrounds consist of swings and
slides. Wading pools are situated only in those areas indicated,
Portable equipment is owned by the Department and can be used
at any playground. Within the Department is a Forestry Division
which is made up of maintenance men who care for all the trees
in the city.
The most picturesque of all the recreation spaces is Fresh
Pond Field andiits surrounding area. It offers excellent and
varied accomodations for man^ kinds of recreation. Both
Mahoney Recreation Center and the Kindge field house are well
equipped for indoor fun. Cambridge park and recreation areas
offer excellent supervision coupled with favorable facilities.
The total valuation of all recreation lands is $1,735,518.
The fact that Cambridge has 680 persons for every acre of park
shows that the city is far above the standard of the National
Recreation Association for 100 persons per acre of park.
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Cambridge
1. Ahern Field. 3.14 acres. Purchase. $46,900
Children’s Playground; ^40 baseball diamond; football
field; bleachers ; adjacent school used for toilets
and showers 141
2. Arrow Street. .02 acres. Grift. $2,200
Triangle with grass.
3. Arsenal Square. .07 acre. Gift. $3,200
Triangle with flowers and shrubs.
4. Burns Field. 1.42 acres. Eminant Domain. $46,300
Children’s playground jL 42 softball field; 3 tennis
courts; Field House with showers and toilets, rainy
day rooms; small basketball court.
5. Callanan Field. 11.9 acres. $26,000
Children’s Playground; 143 8 tennis courts; rest of
area is undeveloped; bleachers.
6. Cambridge Common. 8.50 acres. Common land. $370,000
Children's playground; baseball diamona; flooded for
ice skating; park area.
7. Corcoran Field. 2.2 acres. Purchase. $29,600
Swings; baseball diamond; football field
8. Dana Square. .77 acres. Gift. $18,000
Enclosed square with lawns, shrubs, benches, cross-
walks .
9. John F. Donnelly Field. 12 acres. Purchase. $292,000
Children’s playground; 144 baseball diamond; football
and soccer field; 3 tennis courts; 2 handball courts:
softball field; area flooded for ice skating and
hockey; Recreation building is branch library of
Cambridge, with showers, toilets, 2 recreation rooms
for rainy day games. 145
141 Large wading pool also.
Janitor of school paid by Park Department to keep
showers in condition.
142 Wading pool also.
143 Wading pool and jungle gym.
144 Wading pool also.
145 1 room used by old men for relaxation.
Other room used by children.
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Cambridge
10. Fletcher School Playground. .23 acre. Purchase. $6,300
Children’s playground; 146 flood area for skating;
softball facilities; adjacent to school which is used
for showers and storing playground material.
11. Fort Washington Park. .97 acre. $32,900
Enclosed shrine of historical value.
12. Fresh Pond Field. 80 acres. Owned by Water Board but
supervised by Park Department.
Children’s playground; athletic field for baseball
and football; 3 tennis courts; handball courts;
bleachers; flood tennis courts for ice skating with
flood lights for night skating and music; picnic
grounds; fireplaces; 9-hole golf course; 147 golf
house with lockers and showers for skaters as well
as members; golf house also has lounge, dressing
rooms, cafeteria.
13. Hastings Square Park. .64 acre. Gift. $15,000
Square enclosed by shrubs with lawns, benches.
14. Russell E. Hoyt Field. 4.73 acres. Purchase. $91,600
Swings; baseball diamond; football and soccer field;
bleachers; 2 tennis courts; Field House with gym-
nasium for basketball, dancing, juke boxes, showers,
wooden bleachers.
t
15. Langdon Square. .05 acre. Purchase
Beauty spot with trees, lawn, walk.
15. Longfellow Park. 2.14 acres. Gift. $35,300
Landscaped area with 1 awns
,
shrubs, driveway, benches
17. Lowell School Yard. .48 acres. Purchase. $8,200
Children’s playground; adjacent school used for
showers, toilets.
18. Mahoney Recreation Center. .23 acre. $75,000
Tot lot in summer; old school remodeled for recrea-
tion; contains showers, dressing rooms, lockers,
toilets ; boxing; two large recreation rooms; 148
if? SrtSB8hfS$e&“%lK8&e P°e?Hnnum.
148 One room is used by boys and men. The other room is used
by girls and children in the afternoon and women in the
evening
.
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Cambridge
auditorium for socials, gym activities.
19. Morse School Playground. .31 acre. Purchase. $4,400
Children’s playground enclosed; use of adjacent
school for lockers, toilets.
20. Norfolk Street Playground. .79 acre. $13,900 Transfer
from Street Department
Enclosed Children’s playground; 149 softball field.
21. Robert T. Paine Playground. .36 acres. Given to Park
Department by City Council. $7,000
Enclosed small Children’s playground. 150
22. Peabody School Playground. .85 acre. Purchase and
gift. $22,900
Children’s playground; use of
,
adjacent school for
lockers and toilets.
23. Peabody Park. 1.44 acre. Part cf Cambridge Common.
$125,900
Triangular grass plot; flowers
24. Public Library Grounds. 3.67 acres. Gift. $94,900
Park area; trees, shrubs, walks, benches, lav/ns.
25. Rindge Field. 9.85 acres. Purchase. $177,400
Children’s playground; baseball diamond; football
and softball field; 2 outdoor basketball courts;
5 tennis courts; park area with trees, shrubs, ben-
ches; Field House 151 with gymnasium for dancing,
basketball, indoor handball courts, recreation rooms
for men and women, showers and dressing rooms;
storage headquarters for playground equipment.
26. River Street Park. .04 acre. Gift. $900
Triangular plot.
27. Russell Field. 12.2 acres. Purchase. $81,100
Enclosed High School athletic field; baseball
diamond; football field; track; bleachers; jumping
pits; field house with lockers and showers; area used
for pageants and special events; Jerry’s Pit swimming
hole . 152
151 This field house is considered the best equipped recrea-
tion building in Cambridge.
152 This is suoervised by life guards under the Park
Department
149 Wading oool also.
Gr&Q— This has a jungle gym also ana a wading pool.
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Cambridge
28. E. J. Sennott Park. 3 acres. Transfer from School
Department of recreation area. $62,000
Children’s playground; 153 outdoor basketball court;
softball and touch football field; park area of
shrubs, benches, lawns.
29. Sleeper School Playground. .35 acre. Purchase. $3,518
Children’s small playground with little equipment.
30. Taylor School Site. .58 acre. Purchase
Enclosed Children’s playground; 154 outdoor basket-
ball court.
31. Waterhouse Park. .30 acre. Part of original Cambridge
Common. $19,800
Enclosed triangle with walks and grass.
32. Wellington School Playground. .19 acre. Purchase $3,400
Enclosed land adjacent to school. 155
33. Western Avenue Park. .04 acre. Gift. $1000
Triangular plot.
34. Winthrop Square Park. .27 acre. $28,900. Common Land
Square with shrubs, benches, grass.
35. Granite Street Playground. Owned by Metropolitan
District Commission, supervised by Park Department of
Cambridge
.
36. Gerry’s Landing Beach. Owned by Metropolitan District
Commission, supplied with lifeguards by Cambridge Park
Department
.
37. Shady Hill Land. Owned b;y Shady Hill School, used as
summer recreation grounds by Cambridge Park Department.
38. Divinity Field. Owned by Harvard College, used for
summer playground by Cambridge Park Department.
153 Wading pool also
154 This has a jungle gym also and a wading pool
155 This has a jungle gym
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Chelseas population in 1940 was 41, £59 within 1.86 square
miles, the smallest city in area of the thirteen cities. This is
a crowded municipality made up of twenty-nine different nationality
groups, with a population density of 21,715.3 persons per square
mile. Most of the homes in Chelsea are made in three family
units at an average monthly rent of $25.80. The city has exten-
sive manufactures of rubber goods, leather and machine shop
products. A Iso situated within it are the United States Marine
Hospital and the Soldiers’ Home.
There are nine actual play areas within the city. The othei
four areas are barren ovals existing mainly as war memorials. The
most attractive spot in the city is Eowderhorn Hill, a large rest
ground. The entire acreage covered by these thirteen units is
39.27. This offers one acre of park for every 1050 persons.
Children’s playgrounds in Chelsea consist of sun shelters,
showers, swings, sxides and teeter boards. Fifteen or twenty
years ago, Chelsea had a countrywide reputation for its excellent
shower accomodations. These are double overhead showers having
sprays sprinkling water on two sides. It is considered that this
way of providing cooling fun for the children is more sanitary
than the regular wading pools. Chelsea glories in her past
recreation record because of these showers, but unfortunately the
city has not done work since then to warrant further praises.
Playgrounds are supervised for ten weeks in the summer and showers
are operated from 10:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. each day that the temp-
erature is 70 degrees or above. Recreation grounds are valued at
726,000.
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Chelsea
7S
1. Bosson Park. .75 acre. Purchase $12,500
Children’s playground
2. Everett. 9.50 acres. Purchase
Children’s playground; 4 tennis courts; handball
courts; horseshoe courts; roller skating rink;
obsolete field house; coasting slide; 1 handball court
3. Hawthorn Playground. .75 acre. Purchase $40,000
Children’s playground; squash ball facilities.
4. Highland Park. 4.5 acres Purchase $20,000
Children’s playground; 2 baseball diamonds; tennis
courts; handball courts
5. Memorial Park. 3 acres .Purchase $48,000
Rest area with benches, lawns
6. Merritt Park. 6 acres. Purchase. $46,000
Separate Children’s playground; 2 baseball diamonds;
anticipated tennis courts and skating rink for ice
and roller; field house with showers, lockers, toilets;
bleachers; wooded area also; 1 handball court
7. Powderhorn Hill. 12 acres. Purchase $47,000
Beauty spot with observation point; benches
8. Volk Playground. 3.25 acres. Purchase $6,000
Children’s playground; 4 tennis courts; ball diamond;
horseshoe field; anticipated 8 tennis courts.
9. Williams Schools Grounds. .75 acre. Purchase
Children’s playground for summer activities only.
10. Chelsea Square. Purchase. $139,000 for both.
2 smali ovals as memorials
11. Max Address
and
12. Twomey Square are both war memorials with grass plots
and walks
13. Washington Park. 2 acres. $25,500.
Rest area with trees and walks
. £
.
.
.
.
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Everett has 46,784 persons within its 3.56 square miles.
It is a manufacturing center, noted for its heavy- chemical
,
coal and gas industry and its manufacture of petrol products.
The population density is 13,760 persons per square mile. Most
of the people live in one or two family homes, with an average
pionthly rent of $>29.62.
The city has fifteen park and recreation units. Of all the
areas, Glendale Park is the best suited for all types of active
recreation. Wehner Park, a small triangle, is the city’s most
attractive spot in the summer. The other areas are for the most
part open uncultivated grounds. Those spaces designated as
children’s playgrounds have swings, teeter boards, slides, and
sandboxes. These playgrounds are supervised for ten weeks in
bhe summer under the direction of the Playground Commission.
The entire acreage of park and recreation land is 32.50,
at 1440 persons per acre. The total valuation is £239,240.
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Everett
1.. Glendale Park. 17 acres. $100,000
Segregated enclosed Children’s playground with wading
pool; sheltered benches; baseball diamond; football
field; wooden bleachers; 4 tennis courts; 4 handball
courts; wading pool flooded for ice skating; field
house with showers, lockers, toilets, office of
Everett Perk Department.
2. Hughes Park. .04 acre. $540
Plot of grass with flowers in summer.
3. McKenna Park. .04 acre. $1000
Center plot of 12 trees and grass.
4. Prospect Street Park. .36 acre. $4000
Open area used as playground. Under supervision of
Recreation Commission
5. ^uailino Park. .39 acre. $3500
Open area of grass.
6. Volpy Park. .02 acre. $2000
Open area of trees and grass.
7. Wehner Park. .84 acre. $8000
Triangular beauty spot; 11 flower beds; sun dial;
trees, grass.
8. West Everett Park. .23 acre. $2000
Open area.
9. Baldwin Avenue Playground .156 i.io acre $7500
Children's Playground; 1 baseball diamond; area
flooded for skating.
10. Florence Street Playground. 4.90 acres $40,000
Children’s playground.
11. Grams torff Playground. .7 acre $5800
Childrerfe playground.
12. Lynde Playground. 3.4 acres $40,000
Children’s playground; 1 baseball diamond
13. Sacranome Playground
Children’s playground.
156 Numbers 9-15 inclusive are supervised and maintained by
the Playground Commission
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Everett
14.
15.
Savage Playground. .96 acre. $4900
Children’s playground; 1 baseball diamond;
flooded for ice skating.
Swan Street Playground. 2.52 acres $20,000
Children’s playground; 1 baseball diamond;
court; anticipated basketball court
area
1 tennis
.
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Lynn has 98,123 persons, the third largest city in popula-
tion of the thirteen cities. It has an area of 10.48 square
miles and a density of 9,345 persons per square mile. Within this
area are situated a leading women's shoe center, morocco leather'
manufacturing center and two large plants of the General Electric
C omp any
.
Most of Lynn's homes are one or three family units and large
apartment houses. The average monthly rent is $50.30.
The twenty-one recreational areas cover an area of approxi-
mately 2269.81 acres, of which 2200 acres make up the Lynn Woods
Reservation. This offers one acre of park to every fifty-two
persons. The city" is fortunate in having a fine municipal
stadium and adjoining athletic field. The most 'attractive place
in Lynn is its tremendous expanse of woods in the Lynn Reserva-
tion, one of the largest municipally owned forests in the country.
The municipality has rear-round recreation supervision. Forty-
eight basketball teams are under the Park Department supervision 1
during the winter season. Children's playgrounds include swings,
slides and seesaws. The pools are for swimming and wading.
The total valuation of park and recreation land is $2,016,375.
..
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Lynn
1. Ames Playground. .19 acre. Purchase $8800
Children’s playground; softbali diamond; basketball
court; wading and swimming pool; small building for
storage and toilets
2. Barry Park. 1.37 acres. City property $87,000
3 baseball f ields; football played on same area: 2
softball diamonds; wading and swimming pool; 2 tennis
courts; bleachers; field house with lockers; rest area
3. Municipal Stadium and Manning Bowl. 1.10 acres City
property $549,350
Enclosed Bowlin set in football field called
Frazier Field; 4 mile running track; concrete open
air dance pavilion; lockers, showers and toilet
facilities under grandstand; lights for night playing;
club house 158 for dramatics and dancing.
4. Clark Street Playground. 2.32 acres. Transfer from
School Department* $10,000
Children's playground; baseball field; the remainder
of this area is under development
5. Connery Playground. .34 Acre. City property $44,950
Enclosed Children's playground; 1 baseball diamond;
1 softball and football field; 2 basketball courts;
wading and swimming pool; field house for storage and
toilet facilities, and recreation room for rainy days.
6. Cook Street Playground. .15 acre. City Property $7000
Children's playground; 2 tennis courts; 1 softball
diamond; wading and swimming pool; remainder of area
is for rest purposes.
7. Freye Playground. 1.60 acres City property $8000
Children's playground; 1 baseball diamond; 1 softball
field; 1 basketball court; wading and swimming pool:
field house with 2 rooms and storage facilities; rest
area;
8. Gallagher Playground. 1.10 acres City Property $3400
Children's playground; wading pool; baseball diamond;
softball field; basketball court; playground flooded
for ice skating; rest area.
157 Bowl is rented out to private organizations for
-,f>250 per
night
Club House rented out. Fees charged according to ability
to pay.
158
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Lynn
9. Highlands Playground. .23 acre. Gift. #2800
Children’s playground; basketball court: large rest
area; High Hock Tower with observatory. l59
c
10
,
11 .
12 .
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
159
160
161
162
161a
Kiley Playground. .20 acre. City property #53,625
Separated Children’s playground; baseball field; soft-
ball diamond; 4 tennis courts; rest area; large field
house used as community center with recreation rooms
and fireplace.
Lynn Woods Playground. 160 City Property
Children’s playground; baseball ana softball field;
large rest area; field house with fireplace used
mostly by older men.
Memorial Park. City Proper by #106,000
Children's playground; 3 baseball diamonds; bleachers;
2 tennis courts; 2 softball diamonds; basketball
courts; wading and swimming pool; football field;
field house with lockers; rest area.
Magnolia Playground. .20 acre. City property #^675
Children's playground; ballfield; softball diamond;
basketball court; remainder of area under development.
Flax Pond Playground. 161 .32 acres. City property
#43,675 161a
Children’s playground; softball field; basketball
court; this is primarily a bathing area, with bath
house and lockers, sun room and toilet facilities;
benches along pond; ice skating.
Pickering Playground. .54 acres. City property #7500
Children's playground.
162
Warren Street Playground .79 acres. School lot #13,000
Children’s playground under development.
Goldfish Pond Park. City property #25,000
Park area with live goldfish in pond, which is also
used for skating.
Circular driveway and stairs lead to tower.
This is at the entrance of Lynn Woods Reservation and
blends into the woods area.
This is a natural fresh water pond.
Supervised by Park Department
Includes Pond itself.
..
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Lynn
18. Lynn Common. Common land 8.85 acres $404,500
Rest area lined with benches: bandstand; electrified
fountain; hollow area for ice skating.
19. Sluice i'ond. 1 mile plus in length. 47.5 acres.
City property $4700 (Chateau - $18,750)
Pond stocked with fish for fishing; sanded area near
water; ice skating; Community Center called the
"Chateau" 163 for weddings, dancing, with recreation
facilities such as badminton, ping-pong, arts and
crafts
.
20. Lynn Woods reservation. 22u0 acres, of 1200 acres for
woods and 100 acres for ponds and water system. Forest
with roadways; bridle paths; nature trail; 2 observation
towers for fire prevention; 1 rose garden; picnic grove
with fireplaces, tables; outdoor dance floor; service
station; Dungeon Rock cave; field house with recreation
hall, lockers; 18 hole golf course X 64
Grift and Purchase $630,400
21. Section of Lynn Beach. This is under the Metropolitan
District Commission but is supervised during the summer
by Lynn.
Children’s playground; 2 baseball diamonds; 4 tennis
courts
163 This "Chateau" was purchased, and is rented out to
private organizations at $25 a night base.
154 Skiing and skating take place at the Golf course. Fees
for membership are $20 per season; 9-holes weekdays at
$.50; 9-holes Saturday, Sunday and Holidays hp .
*
75 ; $1.00
all day
.
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The population of Malden in 1940 was 58,010, in a land
area of 5.08 square acres. It is regarded as a trade center for
the Metropolitan district of Boston and has about 300 munufactur
ing establishments including shoe, leather and sweater factories
Density of population is 11,374.5 per square mile. Homes in the
city are primarily one and two family dwelling units with an
average rent of .,$33.12 per month.
The city has eighteen park and recreation ground comprising
a total acreage of 86.40. This presents one acre of park for
every 670 persons.
The word Delta means a small triangular shady park. Bell
Rock Park is the beauty spot of the city. Perryway Green is the
most useful. During the summer months, playgrounds are super-
vised. Children’s playgrounds consist of swings, slides, and
teeter boards. The Pine Banks Park which is partly in Malden
is discussed under Melrose.
Malden park and recreation areas are valued at $389,550.
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Malden
1. Amerige Field. 3.50 acres. Gift. $546,500
Children’s playground; baseball diamond; football
field; 5 tennis courts; park area; entire area enclosed.
2. Bell Hock Park. 3.41 acres. $55,000
nesting place with benches, trees, shrubs, monuments
3. Coytemore Lea. 3.55 acres. $525,000
Children’s playground; Trading pool; softball field;
2 tennis courts; store house; small stream; ice
skating.
4. Devir Park. 9.30 acres. $576,600
Children’s playground; wading pool; 2 baseball diamonds;
4 tennis courts; football field; Field house with band-
stand; used fcr victory gardens also; ice skating
5. Ferryway Green 4.82 acres. $57,000
Children’s playground; wading pool; baseball diamond;
football f ield; outdoor basketball court; softball
facilities; field house wi th c ommunit y room; ice
skating
.
6. Harris Delta. .12 acres. $2500
Triangular memorial with trees and lawn
7. Hawkridge Delta. .09 acres $1000
Triangular memorial with flowers, plants, trees.
8. Hunting Field. 9.04 acres. Purchase and Gift. $49,350
Children’s playground; baseball and softball field;
4 tennis courts; football field; field house; ice
skating
.
9. MacArthur Playground. 1 acre
Children’s playground; area flooded for skating
10. O’Connell Park. .48 acre. $4000
Triangular memorial park v/ith trees and benches.
11. Pearl Street Playground. .28 acre. $1000
Children's playground.
165 Community Night Programs are held here for ten weeks in
the summer on Wednesday nights. Activities are sponsored
by organizations cf the city. Lights only are provided
by the c ity
.
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Malden
12. Roosevelt Park. 7 acres $30,000
Children's playground; 2 baseball d iamonds ; football
and soccer field; 4 tennis courts; trees, benches;
ice skating
13. Tartikoff Park. 2.51 acre. $10,000
Open area with shrubs.
14. frafton Park. 3.07 acres. $13,400
Children's playground; wading pool; softball field;
4 tennis courts; open shelter.
lb. Victory Delta. .28 acre.
•.Triangular memorial with floral a rrangements, benches,
trees
.
16. Waitts Mount. -1- oS 11 acres $17,600
Rustic area; picnic grounds; trails; fireplaces;
shelter building;
17. Wallace Park; 1.50 acre Gift
Memorial with benches, trees, flagpole
18. Fellsmere Park. On 99 year lease to Metropolitan
District Commission.Natural pond and wooded area.
26 acres including pond and woods.
156 fhe General Douglas MacArthur Grove is located here.
.c
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The population of Medford is 63,083 in an area of 8.21
square miles. This means 7,693 persons per square mile. The
city is primarily residential with single family homes predomin-
ating
,
and is indeed known as the city of homes. The average
monthly rent is $59.00
Medford has twenty-four park and recreation areas which,
except for Playstead Park, a good sports field and Wright’s Pond
alarge attractive bathing beach, are small parks. The entire
acreage is 185.30, or 340 persons per acre. Children’s play-
ground equipment contains swings, slides and seesaws. The play-
grounds are supervised for two months in the summer.
Medford values its recreational areas at $343,600
«


Me dfor d
1. Avenue of Memories. .25 mile. Purchase
A center strip of green with stone markers and trees
for every World War I dead.
2. Garrett E. Barry Playground. 3.50 acres. Purchase $31,850
Children’s playground; baseball diamond; football
field; 2 tennis courts ;1S7portable bleachers; football
area flooded for ice skating.
3. Bennett Delta .10 acre Purchase $1500
Triangular memorial with trees and lawn.
4. Capen Street Park. .50 acre. Purchase. $5750
Children's playground; flower beds; rock garden;
benches
.
5. Dugger Park. Owned by Metropolitan District Commission
and maintained by Medford.
Children's playground; baseball diamond; football
field; 2 tennis courts; area flooded for ice skating.
6. Fulton Heights Section. 12 acres. Purchased.
Baseball diamond; anticipated children's playground.
7. Alexander B. Grant Park. ,25 acre. Purchase $15,100
Sloped hill with hedges, grass, benches.
8. Harris Playground. 2.50 acres. Purchase.
Children's playground; baseball diamond; football
field; 2 tennis courts; area flooded for ice skating.
S. Hastings Heights. 1 acre. Purchase. $14,500
Beauty spot with flowers, trees, benches.
10. Hickey Playground. 4.50 acres. Purchase $19,300
Children's playground; baseball diamond: facilities
for football and soccer; -g- area flooded for ice
skating; anticipated wading pool in playground.
11. Leahy Square 10 Feet.
Triangular flower bed.
12. Logan Park. 1 acre. Purchase. $11,800
Beauty spot with trees, grass, benches.
13. T/Iagoun Park. 1 acre. Purchase. $14,200
Beauty spot with trees, grass; anticipated children's
playground.
167 This land was taken from the school area.
..
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Me dfor d
14. McNally Playground. 1.50 acres. Transfer Upom School
Department. $4600
Used by gymnasium classes of adjoining school;
facilities for field hockey; 1 tennis court; swings.
15. Morrison Park. 4.2 acres. Purchase. $47,450
Children’s playground; 168 baseball diamond; football
field; 2 tennis courts; field house with showers,
lockers; area flooded for ice skating.
16. Playstead Park. 12 acres. Gift $90,650
Children's playground; baseball field; football field
separate soccer and softball field; 4 tennis courts;
bleachers; area flooded for ice skating.
•
1
—
1
Hoyal House Park. -g acre.
Beauty spot with trees.
Purchase. $§650
grass, benches, memorials.
18. Sagamore John. 1000 square feet. $300
Triangle with stone monument.
•
1
— Stabile Park. 40’ x 20’
Triangle with flowers, trees, benches.
20. Tufts Park?- 6%) acres.
Children’s playground; baseball diamond; football
field; soccer field; flooded area for ice skating;
swimming pool with wading pool f or boys and girls
at each end; lockers and showers baths in building.
21. Ward 3 Playground. 6 acres. Ninety-nine year lease from
Metropolitan District Commission
Football field; 2 tennis courts; flooded area for
ice skating; land laid out but no equipment for
playground and baseball diamond .
22. Wright’s Pond. 135 acres $74,350
Bath house with facilities f or checking clothes;
sexes separated; motor boat; boat house; hockey rink
erected with flood lights for night playing.
23. Lyman Avenue. .25 acre.
Anticipated playground; now an open area.
158
169
Wading pool also
This is at Tufts College grounds
.. -
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Medford
24. Victory Gardens . Loaned area from Metropolitan
District Commission.
25. Brooks Park. .25 acre. #3500
No development; used for victory gardens during the
war
.
.
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Melrose has a population of 25,333 within 4.73 square miles
It is primarily a residential city of 5,390 persons per square
mile. It is the second smallest city in population and has the
least population density of the cities ranging from one to six
square miles in size. Most of the residents live in one family
homes where the average monthly rent is $44.53'.
There are twenty-one park and recreation areas within the
city. Most of these are very small and serve as street inter-
sections or small children’s playgrounds. Most of the homes have
large back yards that are used by the Children. The demand for
regular playgrounds is therefore not as keenly felt. Three of
the main features of Melrose’s recreation facilities are Ell
Pond, Sewall Woods and Mount Hood. Ell Pond is a good bathing
and skating area supervised in the summer and used for skating ip
the winter. Sewall Woods is a natural woods area. Mount Hood
is the pride of the city. It is situated high above the city and
offers mostly all of the active winter sports facilities. Ac-
comodations have been found adequate enough to entertain world
famous ski jumpers and sports fans. Playgrounds are supervised
for eleven weeKs during the summer and contain swings, seesaws,
sandboxes and jungle gymnasiums.
Melrose values its lands at $307,600. They encompass 305
acres, allowing 83 acres per person.
Pine Banks Park is placed with Melrose recreation areas
because most of the park is within the city. This is a park
owned, financed and maintained jointly by Melrose and Malden.
..
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It is included in this study because it is open to the public
and offers many large and varied recreation facilities. Al-
though it is not controlled by the Park Departments of either
city, the fact that it is municipally owned and is so large a
part of each city suggests that it be included as a main recreat:|
area. No statistics concerning Melrose or Malden include any
material used for this park, money spent for the parh or its size
on
=n
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WAKEFIELD
MALDEN

Melrose
1. Athletic Field. 7.33 acres. $20,500
Baseball diamond; football field; bleachers; track;
6 tennis courts; hockey rink; tool house; entire area
enclosed.
2. Bishop Square. .25 acre. ^2000
Triangular plot
3. Boylen Park. .10 acre. $500
Triangular ,>lot
4. Bowden Park. .52 acre. $7000
Ooen grass plot with walk.
5. Colby Park. 1 acre $3000
Triangular grass plot.
5. Common. 4.4 acres. $10,100
Children’s playground; baseball field; softball field;
3 tennis courts; tennis courts flooded fcr ice skating.
7. Ell Pond. 34.41 acres. $60,200
Swimming area; bath house with showers and lockers, 170
toilets; diving board; boating center; skating rink
erected on part of pond; skating on pond itself;
wading pool enclosed; benches.
8. Gooch Playground. .25 acre. Owned by School Department,
used in summer.
Children's playground.
9. Hesseltine Playground. 5 acres. Owned by School Department
used in summer.
Children's playground; skating rink erected in winter.
10. Lebanon Playground. 1 acre. $2500
Children's playgx*ound; skating rink in winter
11. Lincoln Playground. 1.60 acres.
Children's playground; 2 tennis courts; wooden rink
erected f cr ice skating.
12. Lloyd Park. .10 acre. $500
Square plot of grass.
170 Fees for lockers; $.05 for children, $.10 for adults.
Free lockers are also available.
.>'
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Melrose
13. Lynde Park. .20 acre
Square plot.
14. Mann Park. .50 acre. $5200
Triangular plot with walks
15. Messenger’s Meadow. 2.89 acres. $7000
Children’s playground; baseball diamond; 2 tennis
courts; skating rink erected in winter.
16. Mount Hood. 235 acres including park and golf course.
$176,100
Park area: 15 outdoor fireplaces ; 171 18 hole golf
course; 1*72 ski jump; toboggan shoot; 2 cabins used
by G-irl Scouts and 3oy Scouts with fireplaces; If-
mile nature trail; Clubhouse with hall, lockers,
showers; restaurant in Clubhouse rented; 3 ponds on
area used to water golf course. In winter used for
skating and/or hockey.
17. Poplqr Street Park. 1000 feet. $500
Triangular plot.
18. Sewall Woods. 9 acres. $10,000
This is a natural woods area.
19. South Cedar Park. 1000 feet. $500
Triangular plot.
20. Thompson Park. .10 acre. $1300
Triangular Plot.
21. Vaughan Square. .15 acre. $700
Square plot.
171 Pees charged: $.25 for permit and bundle of wood
172 Pees charged: 9-holes - morning $.30, afternoon $.50,
Saturday afternoon, Sundays, Holidays $.75
18-holes - morning $.50, afternoon $1.00
Saturday afternoon, Sundays, Holidays $1.25
..
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Melrose and Malden
Pine Banks Park. 120 acres. Gift of Converse family to
Malden and Medford specifically for a public park.
#300,000 is the latest valuation. It is administered
by a separate Board of Trustees made up of permanent
members from Melrose and Malden. Mayors of both
cities v/hile in office are members of the Board, which
consists of four other men. A Superintendent of the
Park and one helper are controlled by the Board.
The Park is patrolled by Melrose and Malden police.
Facilities: Children's playground of swings, tilts,
outdoor gymnasium, slides, sandboses; Zoological
park with specimens of the smaller animals such as
chipmunks, squirrels, rabbits, foxes, wolves, birds,
monkeys; Bali park of 2 baseball diamonds, archery
field; area set aside for tents for tourists; bridle
paths; winding roads; nature trails; all species of
trees with pines predominating; rock gardens ana
flower beds; 2 log cabins for shelter and recreation,
one of which is rented out to residents of Melrcs e
and Malden for parties; Superintendent's horn;
pond. No fees are charged for anj facilities.

Newton has a population of 59,373 in an area of 17.60
square miles. It is the largest in area of the thirteen cities.
The city is made up of fourteen 'distinct villages and is primari-
ly residential. It has become more and more a ’'bedroom" city,
with many people commuting to Boston from there for their daily
business
.
This city is predominantly a single family home district
with comparatively few two family homes and almost no apartment
houses. Average rent is $67.29 per month. The density of
population per square mile is 3,903.7, the third lowest of the
thirteen cities.
There are thirty-two park, playground and recreation areas
comprising a total acreage of 339.75. This means 205 persons
per acre of park. Year-round recreation supervision at all
areas is provided except when noted. Baseball, basketball, foot
ball and softball leagues are supervised. Indoor recreation is
directed from October 15 to May 15 and includes wood-working,
sewing, drama, dancing and music. Children’s playgrounds consist
of swings, slides, sandboxes and teeter boards. Newton is
fortunate in having so much ground available for recreation pur-
poses. It is the envy of many of the cities and towns of Met-
ropolitan Boston and ranks next to the town of Brookline for
excellent recreation service.
The total valuation of these areas is ^1,089,000. All
recreation areas except Edmands Park are designated as playgrounds
4
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Newton
1. Albemarle Land. 18.45 acres. Purchase. $40,800
Area not in us e at present; used in summer for
Victory gardens; anticipate children’s playground,
baseball diamond, football field, tennis courts,
picnic grounds, and field house. 3-73
2. Allison Playground. 6.12 acres. Purchase. $23,500
Baseball diamond; football field; bleachers; bathing
beach on Charles is condemned.
3. George M. Angier. 5.86 acres. Gift. $40,000
Children’s playground, 174 baseball diamond; 3 tennis
courts; part of area used for Victory gardens.
4. Boyd Playground. 6.06 acres. Purchase. $18,000.
Children’s playground; 175 facilities for baseball;
2 tennis courts; use of adjacent school for indoor
game rooms
.
5. William C. Brewer. 25 acres. Gift. $145,000
Children’s playground; baseball diamond; 5 tennis
courts; archery range; toboggan slide; softball dia-
mond; Old Church used as field house for indoor wood-
craft, sewing, dancing; with stor'age sheds used by the
Recreation Department; part of area also used for
Victory gardens.
6. Bulloughs Pond. 9 acres. Public land. $25,000
Pond used exclusively for skating; 5 hockey rinks;
lights for night skating; warming house with check
rooms
.
7. Burr Playground. 5.12 acres. Gift. $250,000
Separate Children’s playground; baseball ground;
4 tennis courts; Field House with game room, showers,
lockers; coasting; skating
8. Cabot Playground. 14 acres. Gift. $91,500
Children's playground; 2 baseball diamonds; football
field; 3 tennis courts; bleachers; Field House for
indoor games, showers. 3-7S
9. Frank F. Carr. 2.77 acres. Purchase. $30,000
Children’s Playground. 3-77
173 No supervision
174 Summer supervision only.
175 Summer supervision only.
176 No winter suoervision.
177
Summer supervision only.
...
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Newton
10. Gold Spring. 21.71 acres. Swamp land. #44,439
Children’s playground; baseball diamond.
11. Crystal Lake. 32.75 acres. Owned by State of
Massachusetts but maintained by Newton.
Bathing beach; bathhouse with lockers, showers; 3
floats; boats; check rooms; lights for night skating
for 2 hockey rinks.
12. Eden Avenue. 1.64 acres. .Purchase. #10,0o0
Children’s Playground; 180 portable building for
rainy day activities.
13. Edmands Park. 33.17 acres. Gift. $>125, 000
Forest park; 181 children’s skating pond; 3 fire-
Dlaces for picnic parties.
14. Emerson Playground. .74 acre. Purchase. #1535
Children’s playground; boxing;
15. Hawthorn Playground. 3.03 acres. Purchase and Gift.
#20,000
Enclosed Children’s playrground
-
1- 82
15. Gobinet Hurley Playground. 37.68 acres. Gift and
Purchase. #15,000
Children’ s playground; junior baseball diamond; hard
surface courts f or small games; this area for the
most oart is undeveloped.
17. Joseph E. Lee Playground. 13.03 acres. Purchase and
Gift, #39,000
Baseball diamond; softball field; bleachers; 3 tennis,,
courts; small field house with toilets and showers.
18. Lower Falls Playground. 7.01 acres. Purchase and Gift.
#25,000
.
Children's playground; baseball diamond; softball
field; 2 tennis courts;
'%"/w\ 9tC
178 Summer supervision only.
179 Bathhouse built by Newton. Nev/ton residents are charged'
#.25 for yearly permit to use this area.
180 No winter supervision.
181 Winter sports such as skiing are carried on but not
supervised.
182 No winter supervision.
183 Summer supervision only
184 Summep vision only and basement of adjoining school
used by Recreation Department for storage.
.*
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Newton
19. Lowell Avenue Playground. 13.05 acres. Transferred
from public property. $15,000.
This is an undeveloped tract at the present.
20. Thomas J. Lyons Playground. 31.20 acres. Purchase and
Gift. $52,500
Secluded Children's playground; baseball diamond:
softball field; 2 tennis courts; picnic grounds with
12 fireplaces; bath house; warming house for skating;
hockey rinks in winter lighted for night skating;
building with toilets.
21. Horace Mann Playground. 1.43 acres. Purchase. $12,000
Children's ol ayground 185
22. Stearns Playground. 1.15 acres. Purchase and Gift.
$15,000
Children's playground ;!®® indoor games at adjoining
school
.
23. Thomusonville Playground. 13.50 acres. Purchase
.
;20, 000
.
Children's playground;!®^ baseball diamond.
24. Uooer F’alls Playground. 9.06 acres. Purchase and Gift.
$40,000.
Children's ol ayground;!®® baseball diamond; softball
field; bleachers; 2 tennis courts; bathhouse; two
small buildings for storage and toilets; bathing;
fireplace
.
25. Victory Playground. 3.42 acres. Purchase. $15,000
Children's playground;!®^ baseball diamond; softball
field; 2 tennis courts.
26. Webster Playground. 7.33 acres. Gift. $4000
This is an undeveloped tract.
27. John W. Weeks Playground. 3.63 acres. Purchase and Gift.
$26 , 200 .
Bo j s ' playground; baseball diamond; bleachers; 1 tenni's
court; small field house with showers and toilets.
185 Sumner supervision only.
186 Showers and jungle gym also.
187 Use of adjoining school for indoor activities.
188 Summer supervision only.
189 Summer supervision only.
.. 0
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Newton
28. J. Frank Wellington Playground. 1.50 acres. Gift. $8000
Children’s playground: 2 tennis counts.
29. Williams Playground. .87$- acres. Purchase. $6600
Children’s Playground; 190 junior baseball field.
30. Richardson Playground. 2.98 acres. Gift. $8000
Children's Playground; softball field
31. Franklin Playground. 4 acres. Purchase. $8000
Undeveloped; anticipated children's playground and
baseball diamond.
32. John ’Ward Playground. 3.44 acres. Purchase. $15,000
Undeveloped.
190 This is limited to children 12 yTears old and under
’.
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Quincy’s population is 75,810. It has an area of 16.51
square miles, the second largest city in area of the thirteen.
It may be classed as one of the most important cities at the
entrance to the South Shore, and has become a rapidly growing
retail center for nearby suburbs and the Shore. As a major part
of its industrial life, Quincy’s granite quarries have given the
city international fame. There are 4,520.6 people per square
mile who live mainly in one family homes. The average rent is
•$38.99 per month.
Of its forty- two park and recreation centers, Quincy can
boast of two excellent areas for beauty and utility. Faxon Park
is a large, rugged park district of high elevation with picnic
and rest grounds throughout. Residents of the dL ty, however, have
not received adequate publicity about this park which is situatec
in the outskirts. Better transportation to the area would incres se
its use. Merrymount Park, the recreation center of the city, has
almost every accomodation necessary to make it a unique recreatio:
area. None of the bathing beaches, except Quincy Shore which is
guarded by the Metropolitan District Commission personnel are
supervised. Supervision is carried on at children’s playgrounds
during the summer. Equipment at these areas consist of swings,
slides and sandboxes. Throughout the city there are eight privat
owned areas which are flooded by the Park Department for ice
treating. A new waiting room, not; shown on the map, is maintained}
the Department. This was built b^ the Public Works Depart-
ment but was given to the Park Department to maintain.
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Park and recreation areas comprise 290.33 acres. This
provides one acre of park to every 262 persons. Quincy values
these ground at $815,300.
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Quincy
1. Adams Playground. 2 acres. Purchase. $9000
Children’s Playground; facilities for softball and
baseball; 2 tennis courts.
2. Adams Shore Playground. 10 acres. Transfer from Public
Works Department. $2000.
New area being developed. Children's playground and
baseball diamond contemplated. Presently, areas are
flooded for ic e skating.
3. William Cushing Baker Playground. 3.50 acres. Gift $2300
Children's Playground. Waterfront used fcr bathing,
but not supervised.
4. Bay View Avenue Playground. .33 l/5 acres. Purchase.
$2000 .
Beach and public landing for boats.
5. Bellevue Road Park. .25 acre. $1500. Purchase.
Grass plot with flagpole.
6. Burns Memorial. .10 acre. Transfer. $4000.
Triangular grass plot with shrubs.
7. Community Park Circle. .08 acre. Transfer f rom Public
Works Department. £900
.
Circular beauty spot with grass, benches, a flagpole.
8. Eagewater Drive Playground. 1 acre. Purchase. $6000.
Bathing beach with raft. Part of Hough's Neck Shore-
line .
9. Elm Street Playground. 1 acre. Purchase. $7000.
Children's Playground.
10. Faxon Park. 57 acres. Gift. $63,000.
Children's playground; baseball field; ice skating on
natural pond; rustic stone benches and fireplaces
throughout; stone tool house with large open fireplace
Not fully developed.
11. Faxon Field Playground. 20 acres. Gift. $72,000
Football and softball field; 8 tennis courts; 191
pond flooded for ice skating; area planned for munici-
pal picnic gardens.
191 Maintained by Mr. Faxon during the summer.
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Quincy
12. Pone River Field and Club House. 5.50 acres. Gift.
$37,000 including building.
Athletic field for football, baseball, soccer;
bleachers; 4 tennis courts;
Club House used bj municipal organizations for all
purposes except those for raising money. 192 Showers;
dresa ng rooms; toilets; custodian.
13. Port Hill Square. .25 acre. Transfer. $3000
Triangular beauty spot.
14. Henry L. Kincaide Playground. 5.05 acres. Purchase.
$13,700.
Enclosed children’s playground; baseball diamond;
football field; bleachers; tennis courts belong to
adjoining school.
15. LaBrecque Playground. 6.05 acres. Purchase. $18,000.
Children’s playground; baseball diamond; football
field; bleachers; 4 tennis courts.
Adjoins school.
16. Macy Park. .25 acre. Purchase. $1800
Beauty ispot with shrubs and lawn.
17. Massachusetts Field Playground. 1 acre. Owned' by School
Department, maintained by Park Department.
Children’s playground.
18. Maypole Park. 1.07 acres. Purchase. $5,500.
A mound of historical significance.
19. Merrymount Park. 96.5 acres. $385,000. Main
recreational center of the city, made up of the following
areas
:
Adams Field. 3 acres. Enclosed baseball diamond with
bleachers; comfort station.
Bov/ling Green. 1 acre. Enclosed green for outside
bowling.
The Shell and Pageant Field. Bandstand; removable
bleachers; toilet facilities.
Playground. Children’s Playground; open-air roofed
dance pavilion; refreshment pavilion fcr
private parties; fireolaces.
192 Rates charged; about $10.00 per night.
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Quincy
Pine Island. Used by Gamp Fire Girls and Girl Scouts
only; wooded area with toilets and
benches; connected to mainland by wooden
bridge
.
Merrymount Upper. Baseball diamond; bleachers; band-
stand; garage and field office of Park
Department; memorial to J. & J.Q. Adams.
Stadium. Enclosed football field used also for
community programs; bleachers; lockers
and storage rooms under bleachers;
loudspeaker
.
20. Monroe Playground. 9.2 acres. Gift. $8,000
Children’s playground segregated; football field flood-
ed for ice skating; softball field.
21. Montclair Playground. 5.50 acres. Purchase. $16,000
Children’s playground; facilities fcr baseball and
football; 2 tennis courts.
22. Norteman Park. 3.5 acres. Purchase. $1800
Pond cleared for skating and hockey in winter.
23. O’Neal Playground. 6.25 acres. Purchase. $18,000.
Children’s playground; baseball diamond; bleachers.
24. Joseph O’Rourke Playground. 15.50 acres. Pir chase.
$16,500 .
Children’s playground; football field; baseball
diamond; 2 tennis courts; field house v/ith dressing
rooms, showers, and toilets.
25. Park Lake Playground. 2.06 acres. Purchase. $900.
Lake used for skating in winter. Floodlights for
hockey.
26. Patton Park; .25 acre. Purchase. $2500.
Memorial with flowers, shrubs, flagpole.
27. Perkins Playground. 5.50 acres. Purchase. $9000.
Children’s olayground; baseball diamond;- 2 tennis
courts
.
28. Butler Rood Park. .10 acre. $300. Purchase.
Triangular flower bed.
2-. Sea Street Parks. .06 acre each. Transfers from
Highway Department. $1250 each
Triangular grass plots.
. .
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Quincy
30. Shea Park. .50 acre. Purchase
.
$>3600.
Large Triangular beauty spot with benches, shrubs,
flagpole
.
31. Souther Park. .10 acre. Transfer. $500.
Triangle
32. Squantum Park. 5.50 acres. Purchase. $12,400
Segregated Children's playground; baseball diamond;
football field; 2 tennis courts.
33. Sufford Park. .06 acre. Transfer from School Depart-
ment $18,000.
Beauty spot with shrubs, lawn, flagpole.
34. Town River Park. 2.50 acres. Gift of U. S. Government
$23,000.
Enclosed Children's playground; bathing beach.
35. Victory Park. 6.50 acres. Gift of U. S. Government.
$6000
Children's playground.
36. Ward 2 Playground. 7.50 acres. Purchase. $12,000
Children's playground; bathing beach to be developed.
37. Whiton Park. .50 acre. Gift of 1) . S. Government.
$5400
.
Memorial park with shrubs, benches, flagpole.
38. Welcome G. Young Park. 6.25 acres. Purchase. $18,000
Children's Playground; baseball diamond; bleachers;
flooded area for ice skating.
39. North Stadium. 2 acres. Purchase. $8000
Football field and stadium; flooded area for skating
40. Brunswick Street Park. .02 acre. $200 Purchase
Open area only.
41. Two Skating Ponds. Situated on Furnace Brook Parkway,
owned by the Metropolitan District Commission. These
are maintained by Quincy. Hockey rinks are erected
and flood lights installed for hockey and nightskating.
42. Standish Park. .05 acre. Purchase $250.
Open corner lot.
..
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Revere is a city of 34,405 persons in an area of 5.95 squarp
Mies. It is the third smallest city in population and has a
density of 5,831.4 persons per square mile. This city is
primarily a pleasure resort with the great expanse of beach are
on its Massachusetts Bay margin.
There are mainly one and two family homes in the city.
Average rent here is $28.76 per month.
Primarily because of the beach. Revere has only four parks.
No one of these is more than three acres, and in none is there
a children’s playground. No supervised recreation exists.
The city unfortunately has a Park Commission which is almost
inactive. Children and adb. Its suffer from no recreational out-
lets during the fall and winter months to be offered almost
complete adequacy in summer recreation.
Revere values its park areas at $82,450.* fhe acreage of
parks, which is nine acres, gives one acre for every 3,820
residents. This is furthest above the National Recreation
Association standard of one acre of park for every 100 persons,
than all the other cities. The beach is not adequate enough
for recreation purposes and more park areas should be offered
to the public. No other city reaches the height of over three-
thousand persons for every acre of land and Revere should learn
from her neighbors that this is not sufficient recreation
facilities for her citizens.
.. i
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Revere
1. Curtis Park. 2 acres. Purchase $12,400
Baseball diamond and bleachers.
2. Fredericks Park. 3 acres. Purchase $14,350
Baseball Diamond; 4 tennis courts, in winter flooded
for ice skating.
3. Lincoln Park (Erricola) 2 acres. Purchase $4200
Baseball Diamond; adjacent school used for toilets.
4. Paul Revere Park. 2 acres. Purchase $51,500
Football field; bleachers with showers below; 5 tennis
courts; running track; softball field;, field house

Somerville is the "biggest little city" in the country.
It has crowded within its 3.93 square miles 102,177 people,
making it second to Cambridge in population and the third smalle
city in size of the thirteen. It has many historical sites
because it was the scene of several battles during the Revolu-
tionary War. ihose landmarks of historical significance which
have become public park areas are Prospect Hill Park and Tower,
Nathan Tufts Park, which houses an old Powder House, Central
Kill with its Battery, and Paul Revere Park. The density of
population is 26,199.2 per square mile, the greatest of the
thirteen cities. Most homes are two and three family structures
Average rent is $29.79 per month.
Of the twenty-nine units under the City Engineer and Re-
creation Departments, one is a cemetery. Since this is not a
recreation area, it is not included in the total acreage of
park land which is 74.95. This offers one acre to every 1360
persons. Facilities offered in Somerville for recreation pur-
poses are not very adequate. For a city of such tremendous pop-
ulation, small areas, which predominate, are almost of no
utility. Because of this, the city has a full time Recreation
Commission, vhich bases its entire efforts on establishing a
system of recreational leadership equaled by few cities in the
Metropolitan District.
The Recreation Commission holds Saturday playground periods
on various school grounds. It supervises all play areas in
baseball, softball, volleyball, games of all kinds, folkdancing.
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and handcraft. It has all-year supervised play in Boys and Girl
Clubs, dramatics for youth, community and children’s theatres, a
a civic music club. It handles one softball league and one
baseball League. It has boxing teams, model aircraft classes
and arts clubs. Supervision runs through July and August on
the school playgrounds; fall and spring for the Saturday super-
vised paly; and from September to June on all other activities.
No recreation equipment is set up unless it Is supervised.
Children’s playgrounds contain swings, seesaws and sandboxes.
Shower sprays, attached to hydrants in streets and in roped-off
areas are provided those sections of the city not near playgroun
wading pools.
The valuation of Somerville’s park and recreation areas
5
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is #43-2,500.
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Somerville
1. Bailey Park. .4 acre. $5100 City land
This is a rest area with 2 benches.
2. Central Hill. 13.1 acres. $475,000 City land
This is an historical rest area with monuments and
benches; Victory Gardens; use of room in adjoining
Public Library for tools.
3. Conway Playground. 4.6 acres. $59,000. Purchase.
Children’s playground; wading pool; 2 tennis courts;
1 baseball field.
4. Dickerman Park. .4 acre. $4400 Gift
Wading pool only and benches.
5. Dilboy Field. 15.2 acres. $167,400 Purchase
Swings; 2 baseball and softball diamonds; 2 football
fields; bleachers; Victory gardens; 1 Field house with
showers and lockers; area flooded for ice skating.
6. Foss Park. 15.9 acres. $424,300 City property
1 baseball diamond; 1 softball diamond; horseshoe
courts; paddle- tennis courts; wading pool; natural
wading pool freezes over for ice skating.
7. Glen Street Playground. 2.3 acres. $48,000. City
property
.
Children’s playground; wading pool; horseshoe courts;
paddle tennis courts; 1 baseball diamond; area flooded
for ice skating.
8. Grimmons School Playground. .9 acre. Purchase.
Children’s olayground; paddle tennis courts.
9. O'Callahan Playground. .5 acre. $5000. City prooerty
Open area.
10. Lincoln Park. 7.2 acres. $87,500. Purchase.
Children's playground; 2 baseball diamonds; wading
pool; horseshoe courts; paddle tennis courts; 2 tennis
courts
.
11. Karchi Playground. .8 acre. $10,700. City property
4 sandboxes
Paul Revere Park. .04 acre.
Tree and marker.
12 . $1000 . Purchase
.
-.
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Somerville
13. Prospect Hill Park. 2.5 acres. $69,800. City prooerty
Tool house; tower.
14. Shaw Playground. 2.8 acres. Purchase
Baseball diamond; 2 tennis courts; swings; area flood
ed.
15. Stone Place. .04 acre. City property. Purchase
Sandboxes; jungle gymnasium
IsJ^^Bennett Playground.
Swings
;
17. Trum Field. 4.3 acres. $98,400. City Property.
Swings; wading pool; 2 baseball diamonds; boccie
courts; storage house; pool flooded for ice skating;
bleachers
.
18. Tufts Park. 4.5 acres. $123,000. Gift and purchase
Sandboxes only; recreation building $ rest area
19. Veteran’s Rest. .07 acre. Purchase
Grass plot with 3 benches.
20. Durrell Playground.
School playground with suoervised play in summer.
21. Hodgkins Playground. $65,000
Swings; softball diamond.
22. Morse School Playground.
Swings; paddle tennis courts.
23. Perry Playground.
Swings; paddle tennis courts.
24. Prescott Playground.
Paddle Tennis Courts.
25. Southern Playground.
Swings; paddle tennis courts; softball diamond.
26. Tufts Old Campus.
Swings
.
193 Nos. 16, 20-27, 29 are under the supervision of the
Recreation Commission
*’
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Somerville
27. Woods Playground. $36,600.
Wading pool; 2 tennis courts; horseshoe courts; soft-
ball diamond.
28. Som/erville Cemetery. .7 acre.
29. Highland Playground.
Swings; paddle tennis courts.
.' V
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Waltham has a population of 40,020 persons within an area o:
12.41 square miles. It is considered one of the largest retail
centers in Metropolitan Boston, and is widely known for its
manufacture of watches. It houses one of the largest watch
factories in the world. Of the thirteen cities, Waltham is the
fourth largest in area. It has a population density of 2,942.6
per square mile. There are mainly one and three family houses
in the city with an average rent of $33.34 per month.
There are fifteen parks and playgrounds with a total acreag^
of 275.30 acreas, which means 145 persons per acre of park. Of
this area, Prospect Park, a large hilly forest park envelopes
215 acres.. The United States Government has taken over twenty-
three of the twenty-eight acres in the Cornelia Warren Park for
the Waltham Regional Hospital, a rehabilitation center. Forest
Grove swimming area is a popular place for the city's children,
although transportation to there is not sufficient. Certain
sports are supervised throughout the year. Fourteen basketball
teams are active in a City Recreation League. During the spring
and summer, a junior baseball league and a softball league are
supervised. Children's playgrounds consist of swings, slides,
sandboxes and seesaws. They are supervised during July and
September
.
Unfortunately, although recreation areas are large in size,
they have not been developed to their fullest potentiality. Man}
are ungraded and lack proper equipment. The lands are valued at
$204,700.
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Waltham
1. Beaver Grove Playground. Purchase
2 swing sets.
2. Bicycle Park Playground. 12 acres. Purchase $48,300
Children’s playground; 2 baseball diamonds; bleachers;
3 tennis courts; softball field; field house with 1
room for showers; toilet facilities.
3. Drake Playground. 4 acres. Purchase. $10,000
Children’s playground; softball field
4. Forest Grove Playground. Purchase
Swimming area; field house.
5. Lowell Playground. 8 acres. Purchase $25,500
Children’s playground; 3 tennis courts; field house
with showers; baseball diamond; softball field
6. McDonald Playground; 2 acres Purchase $6000
Children’s playground; 2 basketball nets; volleyball
facilities
.
7. Moody Street Playground. 4 acres. Purchase $24,000
Children’s playground; 2 softball diamonds; 2 basket-
ball nets.
8. Stony Batter Playground. 7 acres. Purchase. $30,500
Children’s playground; 2 baseball diamonds; field
house with showers and toilets.
9. Thompson Playground. Purchase $2000 1.52 acres.
This is at present just a gravel pit.
10. Warrendale PI ground. 5 acres Purchase $2000
Softball diamond.
11. High Street 1.28 acres. $15,000
These are three sets of tennis courts; this area is
flooded in the winter for ice skating.
12. Prospect Hill Park. 218 acres. Purchase $39,000
This is a forest park; 8 picnic grounds; dual fire-
places; springs; pools; tables; benches; caretaker's
cottage; rest of area is undeveloped. 194
-A-/r-/cK
194 Fire signal tower at top of Hill owned by Massachusetts
Department of Conservation and Forestry.
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Waltham
13. Logan Park, jg acre. Purchase $2,400
Triangular beauty spot with floral display and shrubs
14. Warren Park 5 acres. G-ift.
This is a bird sanctuary.
15. Archery Field. 7 acres Gift.
This is an open area used for archery.
..
.
Woburn has 19,751 people within an area of 12.86 square
miles. It is the smallest city in population of the thirteen
cities. It is the principal leather manufacturing center of New
England in addition to being a large retail trade area. There
are 1,531.1 persons per square mile, the smallest number also
of the thirteen cities. Most of the homes in the city are one
family dwelling units, with an average monthly rent of $29.31.
Woburn has seventeen park and recreation areas. Its larges
and most picturesque place is Horn Pond Mountain ana the adjacen
Woburn Country Club. The entire park and recreation acreage is
280.02, or seventy-one persons per acre of park. Children’s
playgrounds have swings, slides, sandboxes and horseshoe throws.
All grounds are supervised during the summer.
Park and recreation lands are valued at $391,550. xt is
probably because of the lack of an organized recreation depart-
ment that park maintenance is not very adequate in the city.
Most of the recreation activity is carried at Horn Pond and its
adjacent recreation areas and the remaining recreation lands
in the city are neglected.
.«
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Woburn
1. Baldwin Green. .18 acre §2000
Triangular plot with shrubs and statue.
2. East Woburn Playground. 12 acres. §10,000
Children’s playground; 1 baseball diamond.
3. Foley Beach and Lynch Park. 2 acres. §4500
Children’s playground; 2 floats; benches; bathhouses;
boat for life-savers.
4. Forest Park and College Lot. 46 acres. §12,000
Wooded area; trees and shrubs; anticipate Girl Scout
Day Camp in area.
5. Hammond Square. .09 acre. §500
Triangular beauty spot with trees, shrubs and memorial.
6. Horn Pond Mountain and Woburn Country Club. 78 acres for
mountain, 95 acres for Country Club. §172,750 for both.
Park area; fireplaces; ski paths; 9-hole golf course.
7. Hudson Grove. 4 acres. $2500
Beauty spot
8. Memorial Green. .38 acre. §500
Triangular grass plot.
9. Montvale Common. .77 acre. $2000
Playground; rest area with seats and trees.
10. North Woburn Playground. 13 acres. $65,000
Children’s playground; 2 baseball diamonds; bandstand;
1 tennis court; 1 volleyball court; merry-go-round.
11. Rag Rock 6-jg- acres. §500
Wooded area with many trees.
12. South End Playground. 3 acres. §3000
Children’s playground; 1 baseball diamond; 1 football
field.
13.
Ward 2 Playground. 12 acres. $6500
Children’s playground; bathhouse a nd pool.
14. West Side Playground 6 acres. $2300
Children’s playground; 1 baseball diamond; 1 hockey
field.
15. White Square. .09 acre. $1000
Triangular grass plot.
I.
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Woburn
15. Woburn Square. .68 acres. $105,000
Triangular beauty spot enclosed by shrubs with walks,
lawns and memorials.
17. Woburn Common. .33 acre. $1500 Common land.
Rest area with seats, trees, shrubs, memorials.

CHAPTER FOUR
CONCLUSION
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The findings and conclusions of this study relate to the
thirteen cities, the Metropolitan District and the relationship
of the cities to the District in regard to park and recreation
areas. Information gathered for the study shows the following
results:
Of the thirteen cities, there are three which meet the
standard of the National Recreation Association of one acre of
park of each one hundred persons. These three are Lynn with
fifty-two persons per acre of park, Melrose witn eighty-three anc
Woburn with seventy-one. There are four cities which lave over
one thousand persons per acre of perk. They are: Chelsea, 1050;
Iverett
,
1440; and Somerville, 1360; Revere writh 3620 persons
per acre of park is the furthest above the standard. The
remaining six cities range between 145-680 persons per acre of
park. The amount of park acreage should be increased in each
city to meet the test of the National Recreation Association more
adequately.
The per capita expenditure for parks and recreation ran&es
from $.33 to $1.50. Melrose is the only city which nseets the
National Recreation Association standard of $1.50 per capita
per annum. The average expenditure as cited by the Association
is $.70 per capita. Revere, Waltham and Woburn spend less than
this. Cambridge, Melrose and Newton spend over $1.00 and the
amount spent by the other seven cities ranges from $.70 to $.99.
Except for Revere, Waltham and Woburn, the thirteen cities as a
v/hole meet the $.70 average adequately. More effort should be
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put forth by the municipalities to permit greater expenditures
by Park and Recreation Departments towards park and recreation
services. The aim should be a $1.50 per capita expenditure as
soon as possible, and a $5.00 per capita expenditure as soon aft$r
that as possible.
The best all-round recreation facilities and supervision
are in Rewton. Cambridge comes closest to Newton with excellent
supervision and favorable facilities. Somerville has one of the
finest recreation supervision programs of the thirteen cities.
The most inadequate municipality for both facilities and super-
vision is Revere. This city is also in the class of those
municipalities whose per capita expenditure is below the average
and its density of population per acre of park is the Highest.
Although each of the communities presents at least one or two
attractive and adequate recreation services, there snould be a
greater attempt by all the cities to offer more competent super-
vision and more suitable accomodations. There should be more
stress on year-round supervision in those cities where no such
program exists. It is noted that in cities such as Newton and
Melrose, where the rents are higher than those of the other loca
ities, the park facilities offered are better.
Teh recreation areas offered by the Metropolitan District
Commission increase the amount of acreage available for park use
in the cities. Revere is the only municipality which uses Metro-
politan land to such en extent that it replaces locally owned
park areas. Quincy has the largest acreage of parkways and
reservat ions and Lvnn has the least. Both cities provide
.r
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municipally owned areas of such size that Metropolitan District
land is considered supplementary.
The Metropolitan District Commission reservations are not
wupervisea. If recreational areas under the Commission had
supervisory control, they would he more useful to the general
public
.
The final conclusions to be drawn from this study are:
Present day park and recreation activities have a major
role to play in a world of abundance. They must provide worth-
while leisure activities to keep the spirit of youth kindling
in people of all ages. They must afford opportunities to learn
the art of enjoyment not for just three or four months during
the year, but throughout the year.
What is the role played by the thirteen cities of the
Metropolitan District of Boston in the expanding field of park
and recreation enjoyment? For the past four years no new dev-
elopments have been made oecause the entire attention of munici-
palities was focused on the war. The future looks brighter
than post-war periods of any other era, as thoughts are trans-
fered from ammunition and machinery to the welfare of the indi-
vidual and his role in the new world. Each of the cities has a
pett-war plan. The plan calls for better recreation facilities,
more improvements and greater park acreage. In every city
visited, the park or recreation department showed plans for futufre
budget expenditures that would double or triple the restricted
war time budget. These plans, however, are based on municipal
expenditures for municipal needs. They do not involve
«.
.
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municipal expenditures for metropolitan needs. The cities continue
to look upon the Metropolitan District as an agency for which
money is appropriated, and from which nothing other than scenic
beauty is afforded. Nowhere was there found to be a plan on a
metropolitan scale for cooperation and coordination either by
the District or by the cities.
The role to be played by the thirteen cities is therefore a
greater one in the post-war world than before or during the war.
The leisure time of municipal citizenry today is receiving less
than $.70 worth of attention from some of the cities. The park
and recreation departments must be able to live up to their post
war plans by receiving greater aid from the city budget authori-
ties. There should be a greater degree of cooperation between
the Metropolitan District and the cities so that more benefit
is derived from the existence of the cities in the District.
The need is to wrork individually towards expanded local
park and recreation activities and collectively towards expanded
metropolitan park and recreation activities. By such an arrange
ment
,
the existence of the Metropolitan perk district is justified
and the municipal park programs are strengthened.
r,
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